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ABSTRACT

This study examined the motivations of female student-athletes to participate in
intercollegiate athletics at two-year institutions. Utilizing a qualitative grounded theory approach,
this study investigated four focus groups, constructed of female student-athletes from three
different two-year institutions located in the Upper Midwest region of the United States. All
participants completed at least one year of intercollegiate athletic eligibility at a two-year
institution. Results can be broken down into three categories: (1) factors affecting female
motivations to start participating in intercollegiate athletics; (2) factors affecting female
motivations to continue to participate in intercollegiate athletics; and (3) factors affecting female
motivations for starting and maintaining involvement in two-year intercollegiate athletics.
Specific exploration of competition, holistic communities, and the “love of the game”
phenomena from a female student-athlete perspective is explained. This study provides practices
for administrators and coaches of women’s sports at two-year institutions that could help with
recruiting and retaining female student-athletes.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Gender equity in intercollegiate athletics continues to be a point of discussion and
concern in higher education. The female student-athlete experience continues to fall short of their
male counterparts in multiple areas within intercollegiate sport (National Women’s Law Center,
2017). At community colleges, a larger gap exists between male and female athletic
opportunities. The National Women’s Law Center (2017) found that at four-year institutions
nationwide over half of students are female yet they occupy only 43.5% of the athletic
opportunities. Within the National Junior College Athletic Association’s (NJCAA), the only
national athletic association for two-year institutions, participation numbers indicate that females
occupied 38.5% of the athletic opportunities at two-year institutions in the 2015-2016 academic
year (M. Teague, personal communication, September 23, 2016).
What interferes with female participation in intercollegiate athletics? Female studentathletes at two-year institutions have many demands on their time. The American Association of
Community Colleges (2017) found that 62% of community college students were employed,
17% were single parents, and 72% received some form of financial aid. Therefore with all of
these responsibilities, the reasons female student-athletes participate in athletics at two-year
institutions become an important issue to address and subsequently support in different ways.
Currently, while there maintains an emphasis on equitable female athletic opportunities,
an increased emphasis exists on equitable coaching and administrative opportunities for females
and resource allocation. For every dollar spent on female athletics, about two and half-dollars are
spent on male athletics (National Women’s Law Center, 2017). Inequities exist in practice and
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game facilities, equipment, and number of staff/coaches as well (Druckman, Rothschild &
Sharrow, 2018).
An increased focus on historically marginalized populations in athletics presently exists.
Bimper Jr. and Harrison Jr (2017) explored institutional commitment to issues of race in
intercollegiate athletics by analyzing departmental directives of NCAA high-profile member
institutions. They found institutions, as a whole, failed to identify differences in race and how
those identities impacted their players. Further, the institutions received little repercussions if
they did not address issues of race and little reward if they did recognize these identities. The
authors referred to this as “little skin in the game” (Bimper Jr. & Harrison Jr, 2017).
In this section I addressed the current developments in athletics. In the next section, I
discuss the history of female athletics.

History of Female Athletics
The first scheduled female intercollegiate competition was cancelled in 1894. Bryn Mar
and Vassar scheduled a tennis tournament but the Vassar faculty did not allow their female
student-athletes to participate because of philosophical objections regarding the purpose of
athletics (Hult, 1994). In the late nineteenth century, women’s physical education instructors
rejected the idea of intercollegiate athletics because they felt that athletics would jeopardize the
educational environment they aimed to provide for women (Park & Hult, 1993). However, in
1896 the first two female intercollegiate athletic events occurred between University of
California- Berkeley vs Stanford, and the University of Washington vs. Ellensburg Normal
School basketball teams (Gerber, Felshin, Berlin. & Wyrick, 1974).
Throughout the first three decades of the twentieth century this educational approach to
sport created dissention thus generating a lack of support for intercollegiate athletics. In the
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1920s, the Women’s Division- National Amateur Athletic Federation (NAAF) formed to
organize intercollegiate competition for women (Park & Hult, 1993). The NAAF, composed of
women’s physical education instructors and leaders in women’s athletics, developed a policy
statement for women’s intercollegiate athletics. According to Gerber et al. (1974) this
statement’s goals included “play for play’s sake,” limits on awards and travel, protecting the
participant from negative publicity, and an argument that qualified women must be in charge of
physical education and athletics. Because of this statement, almost all competitive sports for
college women decreased.
Intercollegiate sport for women remained dormant over the next 50 years. The Great
Depression, wars, and societal expectations of women as homemakers contributed to the lack of
competitive sport for women during this time. The All-American Girls Baseball League, started
in 1943, generated a renewed excitement toward competitive sports for women. As a result, after
World War II ended, intercollegiate sport opportunities increased (Gerber, et al. 1974).
In 1957, stoked by feminist activism and the Equal Rights Amendment debate, the
interest in intercollegiate competition for females began to grow. In 1967, the Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (CIAW) established. Over the next five years, the CIAW
established national championships in sports including track and field, swimming, volleyball and
basketball. In 1971, the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) replaced
the CIAW. The AIAW emerged from the desire from women to have an institutional
membership organization similar to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) for
men’s sports (Gerber, et al., 1974).
The AIAW began the 1971-1972 academic year with 278 charter member institutions
(Hulstrand, 1993). The AIWA focused on the female student-athlete’s education and emphasized
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participation over winning. This would remain the focus until it ceased operations in 1982
(Festle, 1996).
In 1972, President Nixon signed Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 into
law. Title IX states:
No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. (Department of Education,
n.d.).
Congress mandated that by 1978, all secondary and post-secondary schools must be in
compliance with Title IX.
Since Title IX’s inception, female participation in sport increased significantly. The
National Women’s Law Center (2017) cites that in 1972, when Title IX became law, fewer than
32,000 women competed in intercollegiate athletics. Women’s sports received 2% of the
institution’s athletic budget, and athletic scholarships for women did not exist (National
Women’s Law Center, 2017). In the 2016-17 academic year, there were over 215,000 females
participating in intercollegiate athletics at four-year institutions (NCAA, 2017). While this seems
encouraging, at Division I FBS (formally Division I-A) institutions, women’s sports received
29% of the total athletic budgets, 28% of recruiting dollars, and 39% of athletic scholarships
(National Women’s Law Center, 2017). Despite the increase in opportunities, female athletics
still fail to achieve equity with their male counterparts.
According to the American Association of Community Colleges (2016), 1,108
community colleges institutions exist in the United States. These institutions account for 45% of
all undergraduate students. This equates to over 12.3 million students, 57% of whom are female.
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Within community college athletics between the years of 2003-04 and 2006-07, females
accounted for 55% of the enrollment while they accounted for 37% of student athletes
(Staurowsky, 2009). To assist in the understanding of these numbers, I looked deeper into Title
IX and its policy interpretations.
Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972
Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972 specifically articulates that any
institution receiving federal funding cannot discriminate based on sex in any educational
program or activity (Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972). The initial policy spoke
to the requirement of equity in financial scholarships and in accommodating interests of the
underrepresented sex. After the three-year adjustment period that was allocated in the original
legislation, the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) (the government office responsible for enforcing
Title IX) released the “Title IX Policy Interpretation of 1979.” This document clarified the
meaning of “equal athletic opportunity.” It also divided compliance in sport into three different
areas: financial assistance, participation opportunities, and program components. The OCR
placed an emphasis on proportionally equal amounts as the guiding principle for institutions in
all components of Title IX compliance in sport (Lamber, 2000). This policy interpretation reads
that if the institution is 55% female it must provide 55% of the athletic opportunities to females
to be in compliance with Title IX. The proportionality gap is when the percentage of female
student-athletes is less than the percentage of females enrolled at any given institution.
The test to assess compliance in intercollegiate athletics is nicknamed the “three-prong
test”. This test provided the most controversial part of this policy. Institutions utilize this test to
obtain compliance in at least one of the “prongs” to show participation proportionality. The first
prong of this test allows institutions to show that they are in compliance proportionally to

5
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enrollment. The second prong gives the institution the ability to show a history and continuing
practice towards proportionality. The final prong provides institutions the opportunity to show
that all of the present interests of the underrepresented sex have been accommodated (Office of
Civil Rights, 1979).
The “three-prong test” and Title IX have experienced criticism throughout history. Brake
& Caitlin (1996) discussed tensions that existed and actions proposed to modify or even
eliminate Title IX throughout history. The first attempt occurred in 1974 with the Tower
Amendment. The Tower Amendment tried to exempt intercollegiate athletics from Title IX’s
influence. Senator John Tower modified his original amendment to apply only to moneygenerating sports (in either profit or donations). This Amendment ended up failing in committee
in order to support the Javits Amendment. The Javits Amendment added language to the Tower
Amendment that allowed inequities in order to support sport specific needs. The inequities
allowed by the Javtis Amendment can only apply if the differences are a result of
nondiscriminatory factors including rules of play, rate of injury, and nature of facilities (Lamber,
2000). This mostly includes equipment and facilities.
In addition to Title IX, state governments looked at ways to achieve gender equity. The
General Accounting Office (GAO) (1996b) indicated that 22 states passed laws that addressed
gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. This strengthened Title IX by jeopardizing state
funding and penalties for failure to comply with Title IX. The California Community College
Athletic Association (2004) went a step further and created a manual that assists member
institutions in achieving gender equity in athletics. The NCAA (n.d.) also created a guide to
gender equity and a “Gender Equity Planning Best Practices” resource. Despite these efforts, the
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numbers for female athletics still remain inferior to male athletics. Female participation in
athletics deserves a deeper exploration.

Significance of the Research
The intent of this study is to better prepare coaches and administrators of female athletic
teams at two-year institutions in recruiting and retaining female student-athletes. The findings in
this study begin a repository of best practices in working with female student-athletes at two-year
institutions that do not currently exist. By improving practices in women’s athletics at two-year
institutions surrounding motivation, my hope is that female athletics continue to grow and
develop at two-year institutions.

Problem Statement
This study explores two areas where little current literature exists. The first area is twoyear college athletics. The second area is motivations of female student-athletes. The national
proportionality gap (as discussed earlier) for female student-athletes at two-year institution is
18% (Staurowsky, 2009). By discovering the motivations of two-year female student-athletes,
strides toward a smaller proportionality gap and ultimately gender equity may occur.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to explore the athletic experiences of two-year college,
female student-athletes. Further I want to learn what motivates and/or inhibits them to participate
in intercollegiate athletics. By identifying these motivations, I aim to increase involvement in
intercollegiate athletics at two-year institutions.
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Research Question

Participation opportunities still present a male bias in athletics. The research indicates
that participation in intercollegiate athletics for female athletes decreases at the community
college level. The research around motivation for females to participate in athletics is even
scarcer.
Given these realities, this project sought to explore the following research question: What
motivates female students to participate in athletics at a two-year institution?

Reflexive Statement
I adore my father. For as long as I can remember, I admired him and aspired to be like
him. His quiet leadership, his witty sense of humor, and his charming nature won me over from a
very young age. He is the first man in my life. My dad is also the ultimate Minnesota sports fan.
Through sport, I found a way to relate to my father. I remember being a cheerleader between
periods of the Minnesota North Stars (you would never disturb during the live action), playing
basketball in the driveway, and getting to miss school to go to the Minnesota Twins World Series
parade in 1989. I loved sport because of the relationship it cultivated between my dad and me.
I started playing organized sports at a relatively young age. I started with basketball and
evolved into softball and volleyball. I played basketball into high school, but volleyball was my
love. I would play it whenever I could. I found strength and confidence in volleyball. I learned
how to work as a team and the importance of humbly helping others or, “bettering the ball,” as a
coach once called it. Probably most important, I figured out how to pick myself up when I was
down and not let that one day define me. I call myself an athlete to this day as I still play and I
still learn through sport.
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I remember vividly the first time I realized that people treated female sports differently
than male sports. The revelation occurred in sixth grade basketball. Both male and female
basketball teams had away games at different places. The males rode a bus while the females
carpooled with dedicated parents. I felt as though I was missing out because our whole team was
not together on a bus. Looking back now, I can identify other areas of inequities. The males had
uniforms and the females had yellow mesh sports vests (pinnies) to wear over their own clothes.
The males got to practice right after school while the females always had the late practices. The
males had two games a week and females had mostly one game with an occasional two per
week. I believe I have been dedicated to female athletics ever since.
I began coaching while in college and I still coach currently. I coached both volleyball
and softball. My last two years of college, the volleyball program hired me as a student assistant
coach. I learned so much during this time about the kind of coach I wanted to be. I found an
incredible mentor in the head coach. Her transparency taught me about the struggles of female
sports and the importance of advocating for equity. Her generosity inspired me to pay it forward
in whatever way I could. Her tenacity taught me never to give up. I would be remiss if I did not
mention that she also taught me the importance of a cold Diet Coke on occasion. I ended up
majoring in physical education with a coaching minor because of the strong role that sport
played in important relationships in my life.
In the spring of 2016, my employing institution asked me to serve as the Title IX
coordinator for the campus. This responsibility solidified my role as a feminist. The inequities
that occur regularly regarding gender in education blew my mind. These inequities flow into
athletics as well.
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In a college of over 7,000 full-time students, we struggled to find enough women to
participate in athletics to meet requirements. The athletics’ dean and I spent a lot of time
brainstorming how to make it work. The athletics staff (athletic director, coaches, dean)
committed more time to solving this problem. Was it the coaches we had on staff? Was it the
coaches not being on campus full-time? Should we offer different sports? Why can we not fill a
women’s team?
We found similar situations across our regional community college institutions. However,
we still could not figure out the “why.” When brainstorming dissertation ideas with my
supervisor, another incredibly strong female role model in my life, she mentioned looking into
this phenomenon. This dissertation encompasses motivations from a lifetime of relationships,
participation, conviction, and advocacy for something incredibly important to me: women in
sport.

Definition of Terms
I have used the following to define terms used throughout this research project:
Two-Year Institution: An umbrella term for both public and private institutions that
provide associate degrees, transfer curriculums, certificates, and work-force
education. Both community colleges and technical colleges fall under this
umbrella.
Four- Year Institution: An umbrella term for institutions that provide bachelorette
degrees. This includes public and private institutions.
Community College: A public institution of higher education that primarily focuses on
liberal arts education and provides associate degrees as well as catering to transfer
curriculums. Often, they may be combined with a technical college.
Technical College: A public institution that focuses on work-force education and
certificates. Often, they may be combined with a community college.
Rural Institution- An institution that’s location does not fall within the United States
Office of Management and Budget’s definition of a “statistical metropolitan area”
(December 10, 2017). Retrieved from https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb
Suburban Institution- An institution that’s location does fall within the United States
Office of Management and Budget’s definition of a “statistical metropolitan
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area”. However it is outside of the “urban core area” (December 10, 2017).
Retrieved from https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb
National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA)- A sports association that is
dedicated to the two- year colleges in the United States. It currently has over 1100
institutional members. (December 10, 2017). Retrieved
from http://www.njcaa.org
Division I- A division of the NJCAA where “colleges may grant full athletic scholarships
(tuition, books, fees, room & board), up to $250 in course required supplies and
transportation costs one time per academic year to and from the college by direct
route. Each sport has limits on the number of scholarships that can be granted.
(December 10, 2017). Retrieved
from http://www.njcaa.org/member_colleges/Divisional_Structure
Division II- A division of the NJCAA where colleges “may grant athletic scholarships
but they are limited to the cost of tuition, books, fees, and up to $250 in course
required supplies. Each sport has limits on the number of scholarships that can be
granted”. (December 10, 2017). Retrieved
from http://www.njcaa.org/member_colleges/Divisional_Structure
Division III- A division of the NJCAA where colleges cannot provide athletic
scholarships to participants in any form. (December 10, 2017). Retrieved
from http://www.njcaa.org/member_colleges/Divisional_Structure

Conclusion
I designed this study to explore the motivations of female student-athletes at two-year
institutions through qualitative methods. This chapter consisted of an introduction to
intercollegiate athletics. I then provided a brief history of females in intercollegiate athletics and
of Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972. This history is followed by an introduction
to athletics at two-year colleges in the United States. I articulated my reasons for this study as
well as my research question. In the next chapter I discuss a thorough review of the current
literature affecting this study.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This literature review focuses on relevant research that addresses the motivation of
females to play intercollegiate sports at two-year college institutions. I identified the following
themes while reviewing the research: societal influences on females in intercollegiate athletics,
motivation of female-student athletes, and female student-athletes at two-year institutions. After
elaborating on these themes, I review the gaps in the literature. Finally, I conclude with
theoretical frameworks present in the research.

Societal Influences in Intercollegiate Athletics
This section focuses on the literature found on societal influences impacting women’s
sport through a feminist lens. I begin by discussing the literature on the masculine and feminine
model of sport and how it affects women and women of color. Next, I discuss the research on
gender roles and how this social construct influences the female experience in intercollegiate
athletics. I conclude with tensions in the literature around the implementation of Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 1972. The literature in this section establishes the societal
influences on the environment in which female athletics operate.
Structural Influences
This section establishes the research on the masculine and feminine model of sport and
how it impacts female athletics. The literature establishes that the structures that exist in sport
marginalize women and women of color.
Messner (2002), a sociologist and professor, addresses the construction and structures of
sport through a feminist lens. Messner explains what he calls the “core” of sport. The core of
sport, according to Messner, is the power generated by the patriarchal ideas of sport. Historically,
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society empowered and celebrated these ideas, which strengthened this core. This core uses its
power to marginalize women in sport by emphasizing and empowering male ideals.
Messner (2002) continues to explain that this core is constructed by what he calls a
“trilevel conceptual framework”. The first level is the routine practices of sports participants.
The second level is the structured rules and hierarchies. Finally, the third level is dominant
symbols and belief systems (p. XXI). Therefore, because of the masculine systems of power
instilled in the sport’s core through the trilevel framework, women remain marginalized despite
increased opportunities.
Additionally, Causby (2010), while studying perceived barriers and compliance to Title
IX at two-year colleges, examined the masculine model of sport compared to the feminine model
of sport. He presented the masculine model of sport as having a high level of competition,
entertainment, and focus on revenue generating. Further, the masculine model of sport roots
itself in business and entertainment. In contrast, he found the feminine model of sport roots itself
in education. The feminine model values opportunities over a wide variety of abilities and should
be a developmental and rewarding experience. Causby criticizes the implementation of Title IX
guidelines as leading to the marginalization of women in sport. The author concludes that instead
of establishing standards and criteria that assess the feminine model of sport, Title IX essentially
evaluates women’s sports by masculine standards (Causby, 2010). His argument explores the
ideas that by enforcing a structure that rewards the masculine model and trivialize the feminine
model of sport, equity in athletics will continue to struggle.
LaCroix (2007) looked at how the structure of sport affects women’s opportunities and
resources. LaCroix analyzed the 1998-2000 population of National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division I institutions. She found that men’s sports receive the majority of
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resources compared to women. Additionally, she stated that inequitable proportionality of the
resources glorifies masculine behaviors including power, competitiveness, and aggressiveness.
Her research reinforces the concept that structures exist to marginalize females in sport.
The National Women’s Law Center (NWLC) examined the impact these structures have
on women in athletics often. Specifically, they researched the impact on marginalized
populations in high school sport. The NWLC (2012), in their 40-year assessment on the
effectiveness of Title IX, found that girls of color do not receive equal opportunities to
participate in school athletics. They analyzed the data from the United States Department of
Education’s CRDC and found that 76% of White females participated in sport. These
participation numbers decreased for girls of color. The NWLC found 64% of African-American
and Hispanic girls, and 53% of Asian girls participated in high school athletics. This research
supports the argument that White girls have more opportunities in sport than girls of color.
In 2015, The NWLC found that females of color face additional challenges within the
structure of sport. Its report, Finishing Last: Girls of Color and School Sport Opportunities,
examined data from the United States Department of Education’s Civil Rights Data Collection
(CRDC) for the academic year 2011-2012 in 13 states. They found the participation gap between
males and females in sport to be dramatically different at heavily White schools (16%) compared
to heavily minority schools (40%). Three years after the 2012 report, this research indicates the
lack of opportunities for girls of color is still a problem.
Theune (2016) identified that the marginalization of women in sport escalates for Black
women. Theune specifically studied the involvement of Black female student-athletes at
historically Black colleges and universities. Through analyzing NCAA Division I and II
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) data, Theune found that Black females did
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not benefit from the same growth in sport as White female student-athletes. She found Black
females did not benefit from the increased opportunities in more recently added sports such as
golf, tennis, and rowing, In addition, she found that the number of scholarships awarded to Black
female athletes at HBCUs decreased from 79% of the roster in 2008-2009 to 71% of the roster in
2012-2013. Theune argues this decrease is because of the addition of sports traditionally not
participated in by Black female athletes including lacrosse, golf, rowing, and soccer.
Moreover, in 2017, the NWLC published a factsheet on gender equity in athletics in the
K-12 system. They found that girls of color receive far fewer opportunities than White girls,
White boys, and boys of color. Further, they found that less than half of girls from immigrant
families participate in sports. Theune (2016) and the NWLC (2012, 2015, 2017) illustrate a fiveyear trend of marginalization of the intersecting identities of women and color.
The literature presented in this section explored how structural influences affect females,
and females of color in sport. In the next section, the literature presented examines gender roles
and how this leads to the marginalization of women in sport.
Gender Roles
The role of social and gender theory impacts female athletes as found in the work of
Harrison and Lynch (2005). They interviewed 148 college students while examining the role of
gender, communality, motivation, and approval of a fictional newspaper article. They found that
the participant’s gender roles related to their role in athletics. For instance, individuals were not
just soccer players of basketball players they were male soccer players and female basketball
players. The authors further explain that females experience significant dissention between their
identity as athletes and women. Female-athletes struggle to maintain a traditional female identity
and exhibit traditionally masculine traits associated with sport such as competitiveness and
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aggression. Other’s perceptions of female student-athletes can further affect this dissention.
Females specifically receive negative judgments based on their role as athletes. This study
supports the belief that gender roles influence college student’s perception of athletic roles.
Bird and Williams (1980) examined 192 males and 192 females between the ages of
seven and eighteen. The authors do not offer specifics related to the location of this study. They
studied the relationship between the gender of the sport performer and the performance outcome.
They found the participants’ perceived male athlete performance linked to effort as early as
thirteen and extending through age 18. Conversely, they found the participants’ perceived female
performance explained by luck by age sixteen. This study confirms that gender role stereotypes
exist in high school. The authors conclude that these stereotypes “might well become manifested
in a systematic pattern of discrimination against women in competitive achievement situations
such as sports” (p. 322). This study supports the notion that individuals develop gender role
stereotypes as early as middle school.
Hardin and Greer (2009) sought to update the understanding of perceived gender norms
in the United States. They surveyed 340 participants at a Division I university in the Northeast
United States. The sample consisted of 108 men and 230 women. Two participants did not
identify their gender. They found that college students, who grew up with Title IX experiencing
the increased opportunities and variety in sport, continue to use gender role stereotypes to type
sports as masculine and feminine. This study supports that, despite the progress cultivated by
Title IX, traditional gender roles remain virtually unchanged from the pre-Title IX era.
Ross and Shinew (2007) also examined the perspectives of female student-athletes and
gender roles. They interviewed 14 female student-athletes between the ages of 18 and 22 at a
Division I institution located in the Midwestern United States. They found the individuals’
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perceptions consistent with gender role stereotypes. Further, the interviewees perceived these
traditional views as restricting and recognized that not all women identified with the stereotypes.
The research presented on gender roles conclude that not only do gender roles continue to
exist in sport, but society establishes these stereotypes early in a female’s life. Further, despite
the acknowledgement that gender roles in sport exist and are not inclusive, gender roles do not
appear to be evolving.
Tensions in the Literature Regarding Title IX
Many researchers explore the “proportionality gap” in order to find problems or answers
concerning compliance with Title IX. (Anderson et al, 2006; Beam et al, 2004; Hoffman &
Horton, 2011; Lamber, 2000; Mumford; 2004; National Coalition for Women and Girls in
Education; 2012; National Women’s Law Center, 2011; Sigelman & Wahlbeck, 1999; and
Staurowsky, 2009b). This proportionality gap, as defined by the Office of Civil Rights (1979),
exists when the percentage of female participants in athletics is not equal to the percentage of
females enrolled at the same institution. Staurowsky (2009) analyzed Equity in Athletics
Disclosure Act (EADA) data from 2003- to 2007. The researcher found that females made up
55% of the overall student population at two-year institutions and were 37% of the studentathletes. This data concluded with a proportionality gap of 18%. The OCR declined to define the
gap that would be substantially proportionate. However, case law supports the proportionality
gap existing when the gap is higher than 3-5% (Stafford, 2004). The literature presents an
ambiguity over what constitutes a proportionality gap. This lack of specific direction challenges
the compliance and enforcement of Title IX.
No one can deny the success of Title IX in providing additional opportunities for females.
The conflicts with Title IX exist in the interpretations, enforcement, lack of interest, and barriers
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to Title IX compliance. The major interpretation tension exists with the proportionality test. In
1994, a congressional hearing examined gender equity with specific concentration on either
exempting football from the law, eliminating the proportionality requirement, or other ways of
weakening Title IX (Brake & Catlin, 1996). The sport of football existed in other anti-Title IX
research as well (Anderson, et al, 2006; Brake & Catlin, 1996; Lamber, 2000; Sigelman &
Wahlbeck, 1999; Suggs, 1999). Lamber (2000) analyzed gender equity plans and data from
Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA). Lamber (2000) found that “successful football
programs and Title IX compliance are not inconsistent” (p.205). The National Coalition of
Women and Girls in Education (2012) articulated similar findings. However, other researchers
found that schools with football teams were less likely to achieve Title IX compliance
(Anderson, et al, 2006; Castaneda, 2004; Sifelman & Wahlbeck, 1999; Suggs, 1999). Advocates
of Title IX indicate that maintaining Title IX compliance and a successful football program is
possible. Those against Title IX insist it is impossible to be in Title IX compliance and have a
successful football program due to the cost and opportunities involved.
Another dissention in Title IX research exists around the idea that the growth in female
opportunities occurred at the expense of male opportunities; otherwise known as quotas. The
National Coalition of Women and Girls in Education (2012) found that opportunities for men in
athletics have continued to grow since the passage of Title IX. Lamber (2000) supported this
claim as well. The conflicting research stated that when schools were not in compliance they
eliminated male opportunities rather than add female opportunities (Thies, 2009).
Bank (2011) illustrated the concept of quotas to be false through his demonstration of
case law. In 2002, the National Wrestling Coaches Association and other opponents of Title IX
filed a lawsuit against the Department of Education. This case claimed that administration
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eliminated wrestling and other non-revenue male sports in order for institutions to satisfy Title
IX compliance. The United States Supreme Court refused to hear the case but a Commission on
Opportunity in Athletics resulted under the Department of Education. After almost two years of
dissention between Title IX supporters and opposition, the DOE changed nothing but instead
emphasized the flexibility of the three-prong test and discouraged the elimination of male sports
to achieve compliance (Bank, 2011). This tension that exists regarding Title IX and the
elimination of male sports illustrates further structural and societal impact on female
opportunities in athletics. These criticisms continue to value male sports as the core of athletics.
Finally, researchers state that the “one size fits all” approach to Title IX is not successful
for men and women. Causby (2010) studied the perceived barriers and strategies of athletic
directors at two-year colleges. Causby found that athletic administrators supported conferencewide standards of Title IX compliance rather than nation-wide. The highest barrier perceived in
this study was the inability of Title IX to account for the differences between two-year and fouryear athletic programs. Other researchers supported a non-universal application of Title IX as
well (Bennion, 1992; Mumford, 2005). If Title IX does not account for the differences at twoyear institutions, a more extensive look at community colleges and Title IX compliance may
illuminate a need for research on female involvement at community colleges.
This section summarizes the literature on societal influences on female student-athletes at
two-year institutions, the research on masculine and feminine models of sports and how they
impact the female experience. This literature supports that socially constructed ideals affect the
female experience in sport. Moreover, the regulations of Title IX present compliance and
enforcement challenges that affect the female athletic experience. The next section explores twoyear institutions and female involvement in athletics.
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Female Athletic Involvement at Two-Year Institutions
In this section, I summarize the data from research on female athletic involvement at twoyear institutions. I discuss the statistics from quantitative research, show the distribution of
athletic opportunities, and explain where the inequities exist for women. Finally, I conclude with
a gap in the qualitative data on this subject.
Castaneda (2004) performed the first national study on public community colleges that
sponsor intercollegiate athletics. She found that 57% of community colleges have athletic
programs with female students accounting for 37% of student-athletes, which showed an 18%
proportionality gap between male and female sport opportunities. In addition, Castaneda found a
2.6% difference between the numbers of teams offered. Male athletic teams accounted for 51.3%
and female teams accounted for 48.7%. While a small gap exists between the amounts of teams,
these numbers neither relate to proportionality nor account for the complexity in intercollegiate
athletics. For example, the sport of swimming often combines men and women. In Castaneda’s
data, swimming counted as both male and female teams when the team could be four women and
20 men. It often operated as one team, but this does not reflect equity of gender in athletics. This
data indicates that while the number of athletic teams may be similar there is still a considerable
gap in the number of individual opportunities for females in athletics.
Others performed similar studies but on a smaller scale (Beam et al, 2004; Cohen, 2005;
Hoffman & Horton, 2011; Mumford, 2004; Owiesny, 1999). Mumford (2004) explored
opportunities and participation for female student-athletes in Maryland’s 18 two-year
institutions. Mumford found that looking at the number of teams provides an image of near
compliance. Maryland community colleges sponsor 49% female teams (65) and 51% (69) male
teams. However, when Mumford explored the participant numbers they showed 32% female
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(553) and 68% male (1166), which presents a 29% proportionality gap. Moreover, Hoffman and
Horton (2011), while studying the impact or partial tuition waivers on athletic participation at
community colleges, found the state of Washington to have participation disparities. They
identified a proportionality gap of 19% among 24 institutions. Beam, et.al (2004) found the same
proportionality gap of 19% in the 89 two-year institutions in the state of California.
Castaneda (2004) examined the location distribution of athletic teams at two-year
institutions within the United States in her dissertation. She found a tendency for increased
athletic opportunities in rural regions of the United States. Castaneda found that as the
institution’s student enrollment increased and regional population became less dense, the number
of athletic programs increased. To illustrate this as an equation: increased student enrollment +
decreased population density of the region = increase number of athletic programs at two-year
institutions.
In summary, this data on female participation at two-year institutions illustrates a nationwide Title IX compliance issue. Factors that impact female opportunities include location of the
institution and increased student enrollment. The literature demonstrated that even though there
may be similar number of male and female teams, the individual opportunities for females
present an opportunity gap that is not in compliance with Title IX due to the increased size of
male teams versus female teams. Next, I explore the literature on female student-athlete
motivation.

Athletic Motivation of Female Student-Athletes
In this section, I review the research on student-athlete motivation. I first discuss the
research on motivation. I examine the research on recruitment (why females begin to play sport)
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and retention (why females continue to play sport) of female student-athletes. Finally, I conclude
with literature on the influences coaches have on female student-athletes.
Motivation
In this section I begin by discussing the types of motivation in the literature. I then
discuss how relatedness and connectedness and the “love of the game” phenomenon are
connected to motivation.
Types of motivation. Many researchers explore intrinsic and extrinsic motivation and the
role they play in the student-athlete experience. (Barbieri, 2012; Harrison & Lynch, 2005;
Hollembeak & Amorose, 2005; Majerus, 2016; Mathes & Battista, 1985; Pedersen, 2002; Ryan
& Deci, 2000; Stults-Kolehmainen et al, 2013; Su et al, 2015). Ryan and Deci (2000) defined
motivation on a spectrum. They placed intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on opposite sides of the
spectrum with a motivation in the middle. Ryan and Deci (2000) defined intrinsic motivation as
“doing an activity for the inherent satisfaction of the activity of itself” (p.71) and extrinsic
motivation as “the performance of an activity in order to attain some separable outcome” (p.71).
In the middle of the spectrum, they identified a motivation where people act or do not act without
intent. I discuss more of Ryan and Deci’s work in the theoretical framework section.
Pedersen (2002) examined 83 (36 men and 57 women) college students’ motivation for
participating in sport as a recreational activity at a four-year, private, university in the western
United States. Pedersen (2002) found that females rated self-enhancement and sense of
accomplishment as highest whereas males rated self-enhancement and expression of self as
highest motivators. Both males and females reported social reinforcement and fringe benefits as
their lowest factors for motivation. Further, Pedersen (2002) found, regardless of gender, that the
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more intrinsic a motivational factor rated the more likely it was to be identified as a reason to
participate in recreational sport.
Mathes and Battista (1985) completed a study on athletes and non-athletes at a four-year
institution. They utilized a questionnaire to identify the importance of nine different dimensions
of motivation for physical activity. They found that men and women identified similar
dimensions as their highest factor (health and fitness) but differed in that women rated social
experience higher than men and competition lower than men.
Stults-Kolehmainen, et al (2013) researched men and women student-athletes at four-year
institutions. There were 241 (91 male and 150 female) students from nine colleges in California
and one in Indiana. They provided a questionnaire to examine the motivational profile and
feelings of acceptance and intimacy in relation to motivation of the participants. The authors
found acceptance and intimacy significantly predicted an increase in intrinsic motivation in both
men and women. However, men reported a greater influence of acceptance and intimacy to
extrinsic motivation than women. Finally, the authors found that the sport type (individual versus
team) significantly predicted increased intrinsic motivation. This study illuminates some of the
differences between males and females and motivation.
Barbieri (2012) identified the importance of intrinsic motivation to female studentathletes. Barbieri explored how goal setting influenced intrinsic motivation, group cohesion, and
achievement in Division III four-year female student-athletes. She provided multiple
questionnaires to 76 female student-athletes. The researcher did not note where the participants
were located. This study found that group-focused individual goal setting enhanced intrinsic
motivation. It also found that intrinsic motivation positively affected participation, commitment,
and effort for female student-athletes at Division III institutions.
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Harrison and Lynch (2005) examined how perceived gender roles of student-athletes
interacted with social role theory. They interviewed 148 college students from a northern
California institution. They examined the role of gender, communality, motivation, and approval
of a fictional newspaper article. In this study, they found people tend to attribute participation in
gender traditional sports to extrinsic motivation. Therefore, “it is feasible that many people
believe that many athletes participate in gender traditional rather than nontraditional sports in
order to achieve social approval from friends and family” (Harrison & Lynch, 2005. p. 235).
Further, they found intrinsic motivation drives participation in gender nontraditional sports. This
study illustrates how athletic and gender roles affect the motivation of individuals to participate
in athletics.
On the other hand, Snyder and Spreitzer (1979) found that it is not the gender that
influences the motivational drive but the stage of involvement. In this longitudinal study, they
found participant’s motivation is primarily intrinsic in the first stage of involvement. The first
stage focuses on fun and sociability. At the next stage, sport becomes more organized and
outcome-focused and extrinsic motivation begins to factor into participation. In the final stage,
extrinsic motivations become primary as success relies on skill and outcomes. They maintain that
an individual’s identity as an athlete is developed through social interaction. Therefore, they
suggest that the student-athlete’s relationships drive their extrinsic motivation to participate in
sport.
Buning and Thompson (2015) explored 41 female student-athletes and their motivation in
relation to coaching behaviors. The participants were recruited from a sample of Division I
female softball athletes that were a part of a larger study. The researchers did not identify the
larger study nor where the participants resided. They found participants’ motivation to partake in
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sport focused on intrinsic motivational factors. They identified the top factors as relationship
with teammates, to win or be the best, and enjoyment of sport. In addition, they identified coach
behaviors that contribute to player motivation. I discuss this more at the end of this section.
Relationships and connectedness. Other researchers found the importance of
relationships and connectedness as important to student-athlete motivation (Hollembeak &
Amorose, 2005; Majerus, 2016; Martindale et al, 1990; Mathes & Battista, 1985; StultsKolehmainen, et al; 2013). One of the findings in Stults-Kolehmainen et al (2013) focused on
whether or not relationships could determine athletic motivation. They found that athletes’
internal motivations are associated with their relatedness with their teammates. Further, they
found that extrinsically motivated student-athletes reported greater levels of relatedness.
Therefore, this study indicates that positive relationships with teammates correlate to higher
levels of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
Mathes and Battista (1985), as discussed earlier, found that women rated competition
lower and relatedness or social experience higher than men. This exposed a tension where
previous researchers identify competition as a motivational factor (Buning & Thompson, 2015;
Heitman, et al, 2006). Mathes and Battista discussed that women may rate competition as less of
a motivational factor because they may perceive it as an achievement at the expense of others’
failure, therefore, affecting the female student-athlete’s relationships and connectedness.
“Love of the game”. Botelho & Agergaard (2011) identified the “for love of the game”
phenomenon. They interviewed eight female soccer players in the Danish soccer league on why
they migrated to continue their athletic career. They defined this phenomenon as someone who
plays competitive sport because it is their passion and they enjoy it. They found that the main
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reason the athletes moved was because of their love of the game. Therefore, this love motivated
them to continue playing soccer competitively.
Majerus (2016) investigated factors that affect academic and athletic motivation in a
mixed-methods study of two-year student-athletes. She researched 238 student-athletes and non
student-athletes at a Midwestern community and technical college. Of those researched, 69
identified as student-athletes and 29 identified as female. Majerus found that a significant portion
of the student-athletes identified that the “for the love of the game” phenomena motivated them
athletically.
The next section describes the literature on the recruitment and retention of female
student-athletes.
Recruitment and Retention of Female Student-Athletes
This section examines the literature on the recruitment and retention of female-student
athletes. I begin by discussing the barriers to Title IX compliance in regards to recruitment and
retention of female student-athletes. Finally, I discuss the data regarding financial and other
resources allocated to recruitment and retention.
Causby (2010) researched perceived barriers to Title IX compliance at two-year colleges.
He administered a cross-sectional survey to 191 athletic administrators (82.7% male and 17.3%
female) at two-year institutions across the United States. Causby found administrators perceived
the ability to recruit and retain females as one of the biggest barriers to Title IX compliance.
Over 70% of the participants strongly agreed with the recruitment and retention of female
athletes as a barrier to Title IX compliance. This study provides quantitative data to support the
perception that recruitment and retention issues of female athletes exist at two-year institutions.
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Miller et al. (2000) examined female participation in sport at Division II, four-year
institutions. They wanted to explore the degree to which college women were interested in sport
and fitness participation. They randomly sampled 455 female college students and 116
completed the survey. They found that 81% of females were interested in sport. Further, 66%
expressed reported involvement in an informal athletic or fitness activity. This study indicates
that the majority of women surveyed were interested in sport. I was unable to find similar studies
at two-year institutions.
Miller et al (2000) examined reasons females did not participate in sport. They uncovered
the highest reasons for not participating as it interferes with studies (58%), interferes with job
(44%), takes too much time (44%), interferes with family (36%), and the self-perception of not
being good enough (29%). Causby’s (2010) research supported these results when he found that
senior athletic directors perceived other life priorities as the largest barrier to Title IX
compliance.
Many researchers identified the disparity in college resources dedicated to females in
comparison to their male counterparts (Castaneda, 2004; LaCroix, 2007; Lamber, 2000; National
Coalition for Women and Girls in Education, 2012; National Women’s Law Center, 2011;
Staurowsky, 2009). The National Women’s Law Center (2012) stated that at Division I Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) institutions, for every dollar spent on women’s sports, male sports
received $2.50. The National Coalition of Women and Girls in Education (2012) elaborated the
inequality of resources. They found (at FBS institutions) that females accounted for 51% of the
students but received 42% of the scholarship dollars, 31% of recruitment dollars, and 28% of the
total money spent on athletics. These statistics show that fewer resources are not being allocated
to female sports in comparison to male sports.
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Sigelman and Wahlbeck (1999) examined resource allotment in comparison to Title IX
compliance. They looked at 304 Division I institutions. They found that when institutions had a
smaller proportion of female students, a smaller athletic program, more financial resources for
female athletics, and did not have a football team that institutions were in compliance or closer to
compliance with Title IX standards. Moreover, there is still a lack of research occurs when
looking at two-year institutions.
Castaneda (2004) and Staurowsky (2009) examined resource allocation at two-year
institutions nationwide. Staurowsky (2009) identified that recruitment resources favored men
59% to 41% women overall in athletic programs. Castenda (2004) exposed a slightly different
finding. She found that colleges spent more money recruiting males as a whole, but spend more
money per athlete on female student-athlete recruiting. This means that while more money is
being spent on men, individually women experience the benefit of more money spent on
recruiting. When Castaneda looked at athletics as a whole, she found athletic revenue and
expenses were higher for men’s teams and that the expenses are always higher than the income.
This literature on the recruitment and retention of female student-athletes supports the
lack of gender equity in athletics. The research illustrates that there are additional resources
being allocated to male athletics over female athletics.
Coaches and Female Student-Athletes
This specific literature exposes a lot about the role coaches play in the lives of female
student-athletes. This section describes the data behind coaching, the literature on coaching
styles, and the literature on coaching and motivation.
The General Accounting Office (1996b) of the United States Government commissioned
eight national studies to examine gender equity in intercollegiate athletics. These studies found
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that women’s athletic programs are behind men’s in percentage of female head coaches,
comparable salaries, and relation of student athletes to enrollment (proportionality gap). It further
showed that in 1994 a head women’s basketball coach earned 59% of what their male
counterpart was paid. Owiesny (1999) looked at two-year colleges in the state of California. This
research identified that men coached 75% of women’s teams. Moreover, Mumford (2004) found
similar results with community colleges in the state of Maryland. Mumford found that men
coached 77% of women’s teams.
The National Coalition of Women and Girls in Education (2012) looked at the impact of
Title IX on gender equity in education. This group identified the lack of female coaches as a
barrier to female participation in sport. Prior to the enactment of Title IX, females amounted for
90% of coaches for female teams. When this report was published, women accounted for 43% of
coaches for female teams and only 2-3% of men’s teams. When Title IX was established,
coaches for female teams were usually volunteers and had very few resources. They attribute this
decrease in female coaches to the increase in male applicants due to the attractiveness of female
coaching positions including pay and resources.
LaCroix (2008) examined the status of women in intercollegiate athletics. LaCroix found
that schools with larger amount of female athletes had a larger amount of female coaches.
Additionally, this study found two different variables contributing to larger operating budgets for
female teams: smaller proportionality gaps and larger percentages of female administrators.
Given this research, women in administration and coaching benefit female student-athletes. Next,
I explore the literature on female coaches and motivating female student-athletes.
Some research examined the impact of coaching styles on student-athletes (Hollembeak
& Amorose, 2005, Horn et al, 2011). Hollembeak and Amorose, while examining perceived
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coaching behaviors (will be discussed later in this section), identified the influence of autocratic
and democratic styles. They describe autocratic styles as domineering with little to no input into
the team to which they belong. Conversely, democratic styles are empowering where everyone
has an opportunity of feedback. They found that autocratic styles had a significant negative
relationship with feelings of relatedness and that coaches significantly affected intrinsic
motivation with both autocratic and democratic styles. They further explained that many
previous experiences influenced an athlete’s ideal coach. These experiences include past
coaches, television, and administrative support, which could develop a “gendered-stereotype” of
coaches that is “male-centric.”
Additionally, Chelladurai (2007) expanded the concept of athletes’ preferences of
coaching styles. Chelladurai, in their chapter in the Handbook of Sport Psychology, found that
preferences of coaches vary with the characteristics of the person and the situation they are in.
Horn et al. (2011) examined psychological characteristics of college athletes and how they
impacted preferences in coaching. They administered questionnaires to 195 Division III
collegiate athletes (109 males and 86 females) from institutions in the Midwestern and eastern
United States. They found athletes who exhibited high self-determined motivation preferred
coaches who focused on training, social support, and positive and informal feedback. In addition,
they found student-athletes who placed high in amotivation (or the lack of motivation) preferred
coaches with a high autocratic style and punishment-oriented feedback. Therefore, these athletes
relied on coaches for motivation. Horn et al concluded that at elite levels of play, a coaching
style that includes autonomy-supportive behaviors may be necessary to motivate female studentathletes.
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Buning and Thompson (2015) explored coaching behaviors and athlete motivation. They
explored 41 female student-athletes and their motivation in relation to coaching behaviors. The
participants were recruited from a sample of Division I female softball athletes that were a part
of a larger study. The researchers did not identify the larger study or where the participants
resided. They found that coaches’ behaviors affected an athlete’s motivation to perform and that
the longer an athlete participates in sport the more they desire a relationship with the coach.
Buning and Thompson broke this down further and identified three primary themes that
impacted student-athlete motivation: athletes’ perceived competence, coach-related factors, and
coach-athlete communication. They identified coach-related factors as behaviors (players feeling
valued, confidence in the players) and strategies (meaningful and competitive practices, goalsetting) affecting student-athlete motivation.
Hollembeak and Amorose (2005) studied 146 males and 134 female athletes at a
Midwest university. They had the athletes complete the Leadership Scale for Sports, developed
to assess coaching behaviors. They found coaching behaviors to affect the motivation of studentathletes as well. They found training, instruction, and positive feedback impacted needs that
significantly predicted intrinsic motivation. This supports Buning and Thompson’s (2015)
primary themes of coach-related factors, and coach-athlete communication
This section presents concepts that affect female motivation in athletics. The literature
discussed motivation including types of motivation, connectedness and relationships, and the
“love of the game” phenomena. Next, the research presented data on the recruitment and
retention of female athletes including the role of coaches. Finally, the literature examined female
student-athletes at community colleges. This information illustrates the barriers and opportunities
to gender equity in sport.
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Gaps in the Literature

Two main opportunities for more research exist from the review of the literature. First,
the literature presented very little qualitative research throughout this review. The literature
offered even fewer qualitative studies on community colleges athletics. Majerus (2016) presented
a single mixed-method study that focused on community colleges. However, that study focused
on the comparison of athletes and non-athletes both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Second, a gap exists when exploring female student-athletes at community colleges. I
found only a small amount of research on athletics at community colleges. This gap widened
when I looked for studies examining female student-athletes.
I believe these opportunities and the existing literature drives the need to explore female
student-athletes at two-year colleges and their motivations to participate in sport. The lack of
research and the importance of compliance with Title IX further articulated this need.

Theoretical Framework
The research explored above primarily referenced two theoretical approaches to explore
student-athletes and sport: Self-Determination Theory (Buning, & Thompson, 2015; Hollembeak
& Amorose, 2005; Horn, et al, 2011; Majerus, 2016; Pederson, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2000; StultsKolehmainen, et al, 2013; Su, et al, 2013) and Needs Achievement Theory (Nicholls, 1984;
Stein, 2009; Su, et al, 2015). In this section, I examine two theoretical approaches, provide
examples from the literature, and discuss the implications on female student-athlete motivation at
two-year institutions.
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Self Determination Theory
Ryan and Deci (2000) developed a continuum called Self-Determination Theory (SDT)
used prominently in the literature on student-athlete motivation for both men and women. They
root this theory in the premise that either people can be proactive and engaged or passive and
alienated based upon social conditions. The social conditions (competence, autonomy, and
relatedness) can either enhance or weaken self-motivation. SDT examines how social
environments interact with these three conditions (and how they interact with each other) in
order to positively impact motivation. Ryan and Deci (2000) illustrate this theory through Figure
1 (p.72).

Figure 1. Self-Determination Continuum. This illustrates the motivation of continuum based on
the Self-Determination Theory. Ryan and Deci (2000).
They developed this continuum with amotivation, or lack of motivation, on one end, and
intrinsic motivation on the other. Extrinsic motivation exists in between the other two. However,
several types of motivation also exist on this continuum. SDT does not focus on what causes
these motivations, but what conditions elicit and sustain the types of motivations.
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Within SDT, Ryan and Deci (2000) identified two subsets. They first explain the subset
of Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET). CET highlights the social and environmental factors that
cause intrinsic motivation to flourish. CET’s “framework suggests that social environments can
facilitate or forestall intrinsic motivation by supporting versus thwarting people’s innate
psychological needs” (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p.71). They identify these psychological needs as
competence, autonomy, and relatedness. In environments where these needs are thwarted, a lack
of intrinsic motivation exists. In environments where the psychological needs are supported the
individual’s intrinsic motivation flourishes.
Ryan and Deci (2000) identified the second subset as Organismic Integration Theory
(OIT). Where CET focuses on intrinsic motivation, OIT focuses on extrinsic motivation. Further,
OIT looks at the different forms of extrinsic motivation and the factors that inhibit or promote
internalization. OIT examines how extrinsic motivation can produce the same results as intrinsic
motivation.
While some of the research focuses on the students (Horn, et al, 2011; Majerus, 2016,
Stults-Kolehmainen, et al, 2013; Su, et al, 2015), others utilize SDT to explore how coaches’
behaviors influence student-athlete motivation (Buning & Thompson, 2015; Hollembeak &
Amorose, 2005). Buning and Thompson (2015) examined female softball players at a Division I
institution. They looked at coaching behaviors and athlete motivation. Using SDT as a guide,
they found perceived competence, coach-related factors, and communication influenced
participant motivation. The coach-related factors include meaningful practice sessions, goal
setting, and when coaches’ actions reflected confidence in the athletes.
Majerus (2016) studied athletic and academic motivation of both athletes and nonathletes at a Division III two-year institution. Majerus utilized SDT as one of the theories to
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interpret her results. She found autonomy, competence, and relatedness all significantly predicted
motivation in non-athletes. Further, she identified relatedness as a significant predictor for
athletic motivation. While this research did not focus on coaches’ behavior, the author indicated
when developing student-athletes much of the focus needs to be on the coaches.
Needs Achievement Theory
Needs Achievement Theory (NAT) centers on examining behavior while focusing on
how motivation is influenced by the individual’s perception of succeeding or failing to achieve
their goals (Stein, 2009). Nicholls (1984) further defined these goal orientations as task and ego.
Individuals that exhibited task orientation required a high level of effort. This effort led them to
feel more competent and satisfied in their task. Ego-oriented individuals compared their
performance to others. In summary, task-oriented individuals wanted to master the task and ego
oriented individuals wanted to be better than everyone else.
Stein (2009) researched the impact of coach feedback on the team’s perception of
motivational climate of 13-14 year old male hockey players. Stein found positive individual
feedback from the coach led to perceptions of task-oriented climate. Conversely, negative coach
feedback led to ego-oriented climate. This mirrors Majerus (2016) and her findings with SDT,
that coaches influence the motivational climate of their teams.

Summary
This chapter reviewed the literature relevant to female motivation to participate in
intercollegiate athletics at two-year institutions. Three themes identified in the relevant literature
were: (1) societal influence on sport, (2) motivation of female student-athletes, and (3) female
student athletes at two-year institutions. The theoretical framework is identified through the
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description of Self Determination Theory and Achievement Goal Theory and finally, the gaps in
research are addressed.
This literature review presented research on how sport affects the motivation of female
student-athletes. In this extensive review of the literature, I found no study on female student
athlete motivation to participate in athletics at two-year institutions. The research presented little
information on female student athletes at two-year institutions in general. The research presented
similar information similar on their four-year counterparts but two-year institutions appear to be
overlooked. My research helps rectify this oversight by studying female student-athletes at twoyear institutions.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The following section explains the research methodology, methods and approaches of
analysis to my study. I chose a qualitative grounded theory study. I provide a brief explanation of
these methods. I then discuss my approach to data collection, data analysis, and other
methodological concepts. I conclude this section discussing ethical considerations and potential
researcher biases. This section provides readers a thorough overview of my research design.

Qualitative Research
This qualitative phenomenological study explores why female college students
participate in intercollegiate athletics at community and technical colleges. Merriam (2009)
described qualitative researchers as interested “in understanding how people interpret their
experience, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their
experiences” (p. 5). By exploring the female athlete experience at two-year institutions, I hope to
understand their motivations for participation, how recruitment methods affected their
experience, and the influence of structures on their development and experience. In summary, I
wanted to explore and understand the “why” behind their motivation to participate in
intercollegiate athletics.
By taking this in-depth look at female student-athletes through a qualitative lens, I paid
special attention to the four characteristics of qualitative research as outlined by Merriam (2009):
focus on meaning and understanding, the researcher is the primary instrument of data collection
and analysis, the process is inductive, and the product is richly descriptive. In order to focus on
meaning and understanding, I developed in-depth questions to understand the participants’
experiences. I focused on understanding the participant’s perspective of their world and how it
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came to exist. Through utilizing myself as the instrument for data collection and analysis, I
ascertain observation through both verbal and non-verbal observations. Further, I hold the ability
to increase understanding through probing and clarifying questions.
Qualitative research is an inductive process, one that builds concepts from the ground up
versus using a deductive process and eliminating possibilities (Merriam, 2009). Through the
interviews at the participants’ institutions and the exploration of their worlds, I gathered data
through observations, personal statements, and other pieces of information to form into larger
themes in which to examine their experiences.
Finally, I describe in depth the participants’ experience in athletics so that we may better
understand their experience. Merriam (2009) labels this “rich description” (p. 16). To support the
findings, I utilized quotations, observation comments, and other methods that contribute to the
descriptive attribute of qualitative research. These four characteristics all develop the way that
the participants’ view and construct their world.
Social Constructionism
Social constructionism is a worldview that seeks understanding and meaning. By using a
social constructivist lens, I examined how female student athlete’s motivations are shaped and
created. Rohmann (1999) defines social constructionism as a “theory of knowledge holding that
reality is not objective but is constructed differently by different people, largely through social
interactions, according to cultural biases and historical conditions” (p. 363). Utilizing this
approach, individuals construct the world of sport through their own experiences and interactions
with each other. I explored these constructed experiences with specific attention to the female
perspective.
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In my literature review, I described the literature addressing the construction of sport
through a feminist lens. Messner (2002) describes organizations and institutions as gendered.
“Modern sport has clearly been among the most masculine of institutions” (p. 66). Organizations
show their commitment (or lack of commitment) to gender through their policies, ideologies,
processes, and distributions of power. Utilizing the social constructionist approach, I explored
how female student athletes perceive the structures in athletics, and how these structures impact
their motivations to participate in sport.
Cresswell (2013) explains the important practices associated with constructionism in
research. In order to identify and describe the processes, I utilized general and broad interview
questions. This practice provides participants the opportunity to explain the meaning of their
experiences. I focused on a specific context of their life: athletics. This context assists in
interpreting cultural and historical influences in the individual’s experience. My job, as the
researcher, is to interpret the participant’s experience from the ground up. Therefore, I utilized a
phenomenological and grounded theory method for their flexible approach to research.

Phenomenology
A phenomenological study researches a lived experience of a group of people. Through
exploring the common meaning, the researcher aims to understand and describe the experiences
of the individuals researched. Cresswell (2013) identifies the purpose of phenomenology as
reducing “individual experiences with a phenomenon to a description of the universal essence (a
grasp of the very nature of things)” (p. 76). In this study, I aim to describe the motivations of
female student-athletes to participate in intercollegiate athletics at a two-year institution.
Cresswell (2013) identifies three important parts to phenomenological studies. First, the
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researcher identifies a shared experience (phenomenon) among the participants. Second, the
researcher immerses themselves in that common experience through participant observations or
in-depth interviews. Finally, the researcher collects the data to illustrate what they experienced
and how they experienced it (Creswell, 2013). In this research study, I explored the shared
motivational experiences of twenty female student-athletes at two-year institutions. I conducted
focus groups in order to immerse myself in the experiences of the athletes. Finally, the data that I
collected provided a description of the motivations of those interviewed.

Grounded Theory
With grounded theory, the data leads the theory versus the theory leading the data.
Strauss and Glaser (1970), while studying death and dying, first identified grounded theory.
Glaser and Strauss (1970) identified seven defining components of grounded theory. These
include simultaneous involvement with data and analysis, constructing codes and categories, use
constant comparison method, continuous development of theory throughout research, strategies
to define categories and their relationships and gaps, sampling aimed at theory construction and
conducting a literature review after an analysis.
I utilized grounded theory in this research through methods beginning with inductive
data, exploring the data (going back and forth between the data and analysis), and using
comparative methods (Charmaz, 2014). This focus on the processes involved in the participant’s
experience assists in the development of theory. The participants’ individual perceptions, team
and interpersonal relationships, and societal and structural experiences with sport, assist in
building the “why” or theory behind female motivation to participate in athletics at two-year
institutions.
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University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board Permission and Guidelines
The Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) purpose is to protect the safety, rights, and
welfare of individuals involved in research projects. The IRB is especially concerned with
vulnerable populations because of their age, economic status, and/or educational attainment. My
research does not include any of these vulnerable populations by focusing on female studentathletes at two-year institutions. However, I sought the approval of the University of St. Thomas’
IRB and received approval on July 30, 2017.
This approval process included safeguards consistent with federal regulations. This
includes but is not limited to signed informed consent, and photography and video consent.
Because the focus groups took place at higher education institutions, I additionally received
written permission from each institution to conduct the research. Once the institutions and the
IRB granted permission, I began the recruitment of participants.

Participants- Selection and Criteria
After receiving IRB permissions, I began recruiting the female student-athlete
participants. In order for the female student athletes to participate, I identified one criterion they
must meet. The participants must have completed at least one season of eligibility as a femalestudent athlete at a two-year community or technical college. I put the restriction of one season
of eligibility on the participants in order to explore not only motivations to begin to participate in
athletics, but also to discover what factors play a role in the student-athlete’s retention in
athletics. With the exception of the eligibility stipulation, I intentionally implemented few
criteria on participants in order to garner the most diverse sampling possible.
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I utilized convenience and snowball sampling in order to obtain participants. Merriam
(2009) identified convenience sampling as selecting a sample based on time, money, location,
availability, and so on. Due to these restrictions, I determined regional two-year institutions that
have intercollegiate athletics and reached out to their athletic directors and/or coordinators.
Merriam (2009) identifies that the effectiveness of convenience sampling alone may challenge
the credibility of the study and produce what Merriam calls “information-poor” cases. Therefore,
I combine this technique with snowball sampling. As I reached professionals in intercollegiate
athletics, I asked them for referrals of students that meet the study’s criteria. This combination
led to a healthy sampling of athletes with a wide variety of experiences.
The participants’ consent in the research process was vital to a successful study. In order
to capture this consent in a genuine way, I provided written copies of the University of Saint
Thomas consent form and orally went over the form prior to starting. By signing the form, the
participants acknowledged they were a willing participant in the research study and that the
information provided would be anonymous.
In addition, I wanted to stress the importance of confidentiality within the participants.
Bogdan and Biklen (2007) state, “encouraging confidentiality should improve your chances for
informants to speak more freely” (p. 111). Therefore, I had each participant sign a “promise of
confidentiality” similar to the one provided by Bogdan and Biklen (2007).

Data Collection
In spring 2016, I conducted a pilot study on my topic. I interviewed four female student
athletes at two-year institutions to discuss their motivations and experience participating in
intercollegiate athletics. I derived the impetus for my data collection from this pilot study.
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I conducted four focus groups with four to six female student athletes in each group from
three institutions. Marshall and Rossman (2016) indicate that while focus groups typically
consist of seven to ten participants, they can be as small as four individuals.
My rationale for deciding to utilize focus groups in my study originates from my pilot
study. When conducting the pilot study, participants provided information that was somewhat
superficial when individually interviewed. In order to capitalize on interactions with other
teammates, I believed the focus group approach would assist in achieving this depth. Berg and
Lune (2012) indicate that using focus groups can allow researchers to discover psychosocial and
psychological characteristics and process within the participants. The use of focus groups, openended questions (see Appendix A) and my own development as a researcher should yield more
profound results.
By using focus groups, I assumed that the participant’s beliefs and perceptions are
socially constructed and not formed in a vacuum. Marshall and Rossman (2016) indicated that
one of the strengths of focus groups is the ability of participants to interact with each other in a
more authentic way. In addition, focus groups provide a format for the researcher to explore
concepts that they may not have anticipated.
I conducted these focus groups at the participants’ collegiate institution in the summer of
2017. I chose to hold the focus groups on their campus in order for the participants to feel as
comfortable and relaxed as possible. I worked with local administration to identify private
classrooms or conference rooms to hold the focus groups. Table 1 presents a thorough
breakdown of the four focus groups that I conducted.
Table 1.
Characteristic Breakdown by Focus Group
Focus Group #1
Focus Group #2

Focus Group #3

Focus Group #4
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Institution Type

Technical

Institution Size
(full-time
enrollment)
Institution
Location
NJCAA
Division
Female to Male
Student Athletes
Number of
Participants
Interview Place

1308 FTE

Interview Date
Number of
Sports
Represented

44
Community &
Technical
2617 FTE

Community &
Technical
2206 FTE

Community &
Technical
2206 FTE

Midwest Rural

Midwest Rural

II

Midwest
Suburban
III

III

III

47(f) to 83(m)

48(f) to 61(m)

41(f) to 49(m)

41(f) to 49(m)

4

5

5

6

Conference Room

Classroom

Conference Room

August 2017
1 (softball)

August 2017
3 (softball,
soccer, and
volleyball)

Conference
Room
September 2017
1 (volleyball)

Midwest Suburban

September 2017
3 (softball,
basketball, and
volleyball)

Note. Information taken from institution website in Fall 2017
Institution location classified according to Office of Management and Budget Statistical Metropolitan Areas
(whitehouse.gov)
Female to male student athlete information gathered from Equity in Athletics Data Analysis from 2016-2017
academic year
Focus groups #3 and #4 occurred at the same institution with different participants.

In order to obtain the best possible data from this study, I video recorded all focus groups,
utilizing the specifications provided by Bogdan and Biklen (2007). They recommend utilizing a
video recorder in an “uncomplicated and unobtrusive manner” (p. 113). I discreetly locate the
camera in the room so that all participants were captured while ensuring participants are
comfortable.
I believe the benefits of using video recordings outweigh the potential distractions. I see
the first benefit as being able to concentrate on the present. I did not need to document responses
or interactions while in the room with the participants. This allows me the freedom to engage
more deeply with the groups. The second benefit provides transcription opportunities so that I
can dictate observer comments along the way. Marshall and Rossman (2017) provided additional
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benefits to video recordings including documenting nonverbal communication that could be
missed with audio recordings.
In addition to the video recordings, I utilized an audio recorder. I found three benefits
with utilizing both recording methods. The first is that I was prepared should something go awry
with the other medium. The second reason is to have an alternate plan should the participants not
agree to utilize one or the other method. Finally, by having both recoding methods, my
transcriptions will be more thorough and accurate.
I administered an activity at the beginning of the focus group. My intention behind this
activity was to establish a relationship between researcher and subject and build trust. In
addition, I believed this may help the participants explore their own identity and experience as a
starting point for the focus group.

Data Analysis
Upon completing the focus groups, I sent the audio recordings to a private transcriber.
The transcriber signed the University of St. Thomas “Transcriber Confidentiality Agreement”. I
saved the video and audio files to a removable data storage device that was locked in a drawer
when not in use.
Once the transcription was returned, I examined the data. I compared what was written in
the transcription to what was said in the video to eliminate any mistakes or missed statements.
While examining the video, I also noted any thoughts that I had, changes in body language, and
other non-verbal communication. Next, I utilized the constant comparison required of grounded
theory. Grounded theory provides a three-pronged procedure for analysis (Creswell, 2007). I first
watched the video of the focus group. Then I went through the transcripts identifying various
categories of information. In addition to the categories, I also identified subcategories, which
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Creswell (2007) calls “properties (p.194). These properties identify different viewpoints or
perspectives within the category. This is called open coding. I developed a coding system in
order to identify themes and concepts present in the research. Through reading and re-reading the
transcripts and watching and re-watching the focus groups, I illuminated themes in an organic
way. This is called axial coding. Cresswell (2007) stated that axial coding helps connect the
previously identified categories. Finally I utilized selective coding and built the theory or story
based on the themes.

Trustworthiness/Validity
Maxwell (2013) states that validity “depends on the relationship of your conclusions to
reality, and no methods can completely assure that you have captured this.” (p. 121). To test my
validity, after I felt that I had a good grasp of the data. I utilized peer debriefing. Marshall and
Rossman (2016) defined peer debriefing as “the researcher makes arrangements with
knowledgeable and available colleagues to get reactions to the coding, case summaries, analytic
memos written during data analysis, and next-to-final drafts” (p. 230). Through this process I
was able to confirm certain themes, think differently about others, and add depth to all of the
themes identified. I used this information to develop the themes and information in my original
theory.
In addition to peer debriefing, saturation assisted in a high level of validity in my
research. Marshall and Rossman (2016) describe saturation as when the same data and patterns
repeat and the researcher senses there is little more that can be gained from further collections.
The combination of the peer debriefing, saturation, and my dissertation committee (composed of
three faculty members) helped support the validity of my research.
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Researcher Ethics and Confidentiality
I worked very hard to minimize any chance for confidentiality breeches or ethical
violations. Through working with my chair on my University of St. Thomas IRB proposal and
human subject approval, I aimed to minimize risk to all participants in this study. I further
enforced this through participant consent forms and the confidentiality promise.
I ensured anonymity in this dissertation through the removal of institutional indicators
and assigning pseudonyms. I utilized a transcriptionist in this process that also signed a
confidentiality waiver. We shared documents through a secure online server and paper copies
will be stored in a secure location in my personal residence. I hold this commitment very
seriously and am committed to the integrity of this research.

Summary
This chapter identified the methods I used in completing this phenomenological grounded
theory study. I explained the ideas behind qualitative, phenomenology, and grounded theory and
how they applied to this research. I discussed the process through which approval was granted
from the University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board as well as institutions where I was
conducting focus groups. I described how I recruited participants and collected data. I illustrated
the data analysis through the use of grounded theory coding processes. I discussed how validity
was paramount and the steps taken to ensure researcher ethics and confidentiality. In the next
chapter I provide the results from the focus groups.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

The following section provides the results of this study broken down by each specific
focus group. I identified themes based on coding results of each focus group. Finally, I illuminate
the themes that cross over in all of the focus groups.

Focus Group #1
I held focus group #1 in August of 2017 in a conference room at Bartlett Technical
College (Alias). Bartlett College is a Division II institution and a member of the National Junior
College Athletic Association (NJCAA) that is located roughly 24 miles from a major
International airport. The NJCAA allows Division II institutions to award scholarships. Four
female student- athletes (FSA), Donna, C.J., Ainsley, and Margaret, participated in this focus
group. All of them completed one year of eligibility playing softball for Bartlett College. Finally,
all of the participants in this focus group held at least one job in addition to participating in
intercollegiate athletics.
Themes
I identified six themes that appeared in the focus groups at Bartlett College. I present these
themes in no particular order.
Institutional characteristics. Institutional characteristics describe the two-year college
as an entirety from the participants’ perspective. Throughout this study they include, but are not
limited to, size, location, and cost of attendance. The participants of Focus Group #1 identified
two concepts that compose the theme of institutional characteristics.
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Cost. All of the participants in this focus group indicated that cost was influential in their
decision to attend the institution. In most cases, the cost of school outweighed the intention to
participate in athletics. All of the participants except for one indicated that they would have
attended another institution had it not been for the cost (or scholarships received in some cases)
of school. When asked why they attended Bartlett College, Ainsley was deciding between the
two-year and four-year experience without knowing her intended field of study.
I kind of got a scholarship too. But I was looking at [four-year] school, cause I went out
there and toured there and I was with all the coaches and stuff and I liked it up there. But
it’s also hard to deal with not knowing specifically what I wanted to do and the cost. Up
there (the four-year institution) it’s like $20,000 a year or more and here it’s cheaper and
especially not knowing, like that’s gonna save me a lot of money.
Donna echoed the importance of cost and her scholarship in her choice of schooling.
I’d probably say the scholarship and then if you don’t know what you want to do just
come here and you can just even take your generals. It’s not that bad of a price to take
generals. It’s reasonable.
When I asked the participants if money was not an object if they would have attended Bartlett
College two of the participants indicated they would have attended a four-year institution, one
indicated they still would have attended Bartlett, and one was undecided. However, all of them
stated they never regretted their decision to attend Bartlett College.
Size. The participants identified the size of the institution as another motivation for
attending a two-year institution. This theme presented itself often throughout the interview. The
participants discussed the small class sizes, how the size made it easier to meet people, and
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enabled better relationships with instructors. When choosing an institution, Margaret wanted
something similar to her previous experiences.
I came from a small school too and I came from a small grade school, so the environment
really helps me instead of bigger institutions.
Ainsley discussed why she liked the smaller environment:
This is a smaller school, it’s easier to get to know people more than at a four-year where
there’s like god knows how many people.
These participants indicated that they were drawn to smaller institutions.
Love of the game. The participants identified the theme of “love of the game”
throughout the focus group. Majerus (2016) built upon the work of Botelho and Agergaard
(2011) and Schneider and Butcher (1993) by examining the “for the love of the game”
phenomena in two-year student athletes. This phenomenon describes someone who participates
in sport because they enjoy it and it is their passion (Botelho & Agergaard, 2011). Majerus
(2016) found this phenomenon served as motivation for two-year student athletes.
The participants articulated statements including that “the sport grows on you” and it is
something that never ends. They elaborated to talk about how the sport helps them escape and
get away from normal every day activities. Ainsley compared the sport to a Christmas present:
Once you start playing a sport, like when you were little, you love your toy. It’s your
favorite thing that your parents get you at Christmas. It’s the same. You just fall in love.
Donna discussed how her enjoyment of the sport helps her relax;
When I’m off the field I’m worried about everything and anything. Like I’m worried
about school. But when it comes to softball, like…there’s nothing that goes through my
head when I play. Except for what’s going on during the game.
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While the “love of the game” phenomenon meant something slightly different to each
participant, the common thread of enjoyment and passion was present throughout.
Team. The participants identified three components to the theme of team. The
components are meeting new people, the team, and an aspect where team and meeting new
people overlap.
The participants illuminated the theme of team as motivation. When asked “what brings
them to practice when you are burned out?” all of the participants gave an answer centered on
team. CJ stated:
We care about each other, that’s why we come to practice and that’s why we stick
together as a team and cheer for each other at games.
Later on in the focus group, Margaret passionately described her feelings for her teammates:
I know I just don’t play for myself. I played for my teammates and coaches and that
means a lot to me.
I found this theme pervasive throughout this focus group. No matter the topic discussed,
members of this focus group would always go back to the importance of team.
Meeting new people. The participants identified meeting new people several times in the
focus group. They discussed meeting new people as both a motivation and a benefit. CJ
discussed how sports helped her meet new people:
I wanted to stick with softball because I don’t have a ton of friends. So that is one way
that I make friends.
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CJ expressed the meeting new people motivated her to participate in athletics. Margaret
described how meeting new people contributed to her staying at Bartlett College:
Like I know every year I meet a lot more new friends and new faces. I know I can relate
to all of these girls on my team. You have something in common so that’s what I like. I
like being with friends and meeting new people.
The participants placed a lot of value on meeting new people in athletics.
Team (meeting new people). The theme of meeting new people at times blurred with the
importance of the team for participants of this focus group. The topics of team and meeting new
people combined for a coded total of 28 times. Team expanded to include how they care about
and play for each other, they don’t want to let each other down, and described the team as a
family. Ainsley described this blend of meeting new people and the importance of the team:
I’m excited for the new team and getting to know the freshmen girls because there’s
already six of us that are going to be sophomores now……So now it’s our turn to step up
and make sure they feel welcome and they want to be playing with us.
I found this combination of team and meeting new people as impacting the motivations of the
female student-athletes. Being on a team and meeting new people provide positive impacts on
the participants’ motivation for athletic involvement.
“Drama.” This focus group, more than all of the others, described the importance of
being “drama-free” and appreciating the different environment from their high school
experience. Participants explained the effect cliques have on athletic teams and motivation as
well as the influence of parents. Consistently, the participants indicated how much they did not
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like drama. All four of them identified drama as what they enjoy least about participating in
athletics.
Coach. The final theme presented at Bartlett College was the importance of a caring and
diplomatic coach. The participants expressed how they wanted to feel involved and empowered
as a part of their team. They felt valued when the coach heard/asked for their input. They
described a coach as wanting to be involved in their success both on and off of the field. I coded
this theme 11 times throughout the focus group. One player described,
Our assistant coach last year, she said ‘if you need anything give me a call, text me
whenever you want and we can talk. We can talk about anything it doesn’t have to be
softball related.’ So she was always there just like if we needed a friend to talk to.
The participants discussed this so much that I asked them if it was more important for the coach
to have knowledge about the sport or care about the players. They unanimously responded that
the coach caring was more important. Ainsley stated,
It helps to know that someone other than your teammates is there for you and wants to
help you succeed in life.
Donna agreed and built off of Ainsley’s comment,
The caring (is more important). I know [our coach] knows a lot about the game but he is
a very caring person. I think that show more than his knowledge of the game.
I identified six themes for Focus Group #1. These themes include institutional characteristics,
love of the game, team, meeting new people, drama, and the coach. Next, I describe the results
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from the second focus group.

Focus Group #2
I held focus group #2 in August of 2017 in a classroom at Summitt Community College.
Summitt College is a Division III institution and a member of the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA) that is located roughly 26 miles from a major International
airport. The NJCAA does not allow Division III institutions to award scholarships. Five female
student-athletes (FSA), Avery, Izzy, Quinn, Jamie, and Elaine participated in this focus group.
All of them completed one year of eligibility playing a sport for Summitt College. Avery and
Izzy played softball. Quinn played volleyball and Jamie and Elaine played soccer.
Themes
I identified six themes from this focus group. They are school location and cost, love of
the game, team, meeting people, coaching, and competition. I listed and discussed these themes
in no particular order.
Institution location and cost. I found the theme of location and cost of the institution
present in this focus group.
Location. Four of the five participants indicated that the location of the institution as a
reason why they attended Summitt College. They indicated that because the College was close to
home as a factor for enrollment. Quinn explained her choice to attend Summitt College,
I’m going here for my AA (Associate of Arts) and I chose Summitt College because it’s
close to home.
Participants designated the location as an important characteristic of the institution.
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Cost. Four of the five participants also indicated the low cost of Summitt College as a
factor for attendance. Quinn indicated that both the cost and location was important to her
decision to attend Summitt.
I chose Summitt College because it’s close to home…. and it’s pretty inexpensive.
Avery echoed the impact cost and location had on her decision to attend Summitt:
I chose Summitt because it was cheap, close to home, and a last minute decision.
The institutional characteristics served as motivational factors in them attending Summitt
College and playing sport.
Love of the game. I coded the “love of the game” phenomenon highest out of any other
theme for this group. Multiple participants discussed how they wanted to play sports as long as
they could and how their love of the game keeps them motivated when they are burned out. Izzy
described how her love of the game motivated her to play:
Well playing sports is kind of a bonus to going to school. Since I picked here, I was like
‘oh well I can play softball here’. So why not continue in the sport that you love.
Later in the focus group Elaine discussed how her love of the game kept motivating her to
participate:
Just how much or why we go back is how much we love the sport. I don’t think it really
mattered if I played on a two-year of a four-year field. It’s the sport that I like.
Three of the other participants agreed with this statement. I found it apparent the important role
the “love of the game” phenomena played in this focus group.
Team. The theme “team” occurred over 20 times in this group. They discussed how their
team would be their “friends forever” and the importance of bonding as a team. They also
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discussed the pressure involved in letting their team down. Avery, who is a softball pitcher,
described this:
I always put like pressure on me a lot because I’m a pitcher. A lot of the game is me.
I’m not going to lie but I feel that it’s my fault if we lose. If they’re hitting off of my
pitches and all that, it’s my fault……….you have that bond with your teammates, like
you want to win together, do good for each other.
When probed further, Avery discussed that the team doesn’t do anything to instigate those
feelings. Instead, these feelings stem from not wanting to let her teammates down. Elaine
elaborated on the feelings of disappointment.
(When you lose) is it is the disappointment that you let each other down.
Avery expanded on this by saying:
You have a bond with your teammates, like you want to win together, do good for each
other.
I discovered the commitment the participants had to their team and team members were vital to
their motivations.
This focus group placed a high emphasis on team travel to developing these bonds. They
discussed both travel for inner-conference play and longer trips for post-season play and out-ofconference (i.e. spring break trips to Florida) tournaments. The participants took this a step
further when they suggested utilizing these trips as recruitment strategies to bring in new FSA.
Meeting new people. I coded the theme of “meeting new people” throughout the focus
group at Summitt College at least once from each participant. They discussed how they had
automatic friends by participating in sport and that those individuals would be their friends
forever. This group took this a step further by discussing how they enjoyed meeting people from
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other teams as well. Elaine discussed one of her favorite memories playing soccer involved the
USA Cup with her high school club soccer team. She reviewed how teams come from all over
the world and what made it enjoyable. Elaine stated,
…just playing teams from all over, it wasn’t necessarily winning or losing.
Avery and Quinn echoed this and mentioned similar experiences in both softball and volleyball.
Coaches. The participants identified coaches as a prominent theme for motivations to
participation in athletics. The FSAs discussed how important it was to have a coach that cared
about you and put you as a person first. They identified the support that coaches gave to them
and their ability to help them grow as people and athletes as having a strong impact on their
experience. They continued to explain their teaching and communication as important as well.
Izzy stated:
Coach has a better way of teaching us and communicating with us. He puts us first as a
person.
The participants placed a high level of importance on the coaches.
Athletics increased academics. One final observation from this group at Summitt
College was connecting academic success to athletics. Three of the five FSA interviewed
mentioned how being a member of an athletic team drove their desire to do well academically.
Izzy stated,
It’s (playing sport) kind of an initiative to do good in school, because if you don’t do
good in school, then you can’t play.
Elaine discussed that originally she thought her grade point average may suffer because of her
participation in athletics.
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My friend’s mom told me before I started that ‘you’re gonna miss so much school that
you’re going to fail your classes.’ But really you don’t miss that much school. And I was
fine with classes last year.
Participants mentioned “grade point average” here more than any other institution. Next, I
describe the results from the third focus group.

Focus Group #3
I held focus group #3 in September of 2017 in a conference room at Riverdale
Community and Technical College. Riverdale College is a Division III institution and a member
of the National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA) that is located roughly 81 miles
from a major International airport. The NJCAA does not allow Division III institutions to award
scholarships. Five female student- athletes (FSA), Aziza, Ruth, Malena, Alli, and Margaret
participated in this focus group. All of them completed one year of eligibility playing a sport for
Riverdale College. All of these interviewees participated in volleyball.
Themes
I identified five themes in Focus Group #3. The themes include love of the game, team,
meeting new people, coaches, role of family and competitiveness.
Love of game. The participants discussed “love of the game” consistently throughout the
focus group. The participants discussed “love of the game” slightly different than the other focus
groups. They discussed the feelings they experienced while playing the game. Participants spoke
about adrenaline and butterflies in their stomach. Margaret, a volleyball player, stated,
I get goose bumps. When there’s a good kill I get the goose bumps on my legs and I’m
like, oh…that was pretty.
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Alli echoed Margaret and compared to the game of golf:
It’s kind of like a golf. As soon as you have a good game of golf you just wanna keep
doing it and doing it and doing it. And it’s the same with volleyball. As soon as you have
a good play and you like feel that, you just want to keep feeling that. You want to keep
feeling that and keep learning more to get better. So I guess that’s kind of what it was like
for me. Like even if you have bad days, you want to go back and have that feeling again.
This group really emphasized how their feelings expressed the love of the game.
The participants continued to speak to the “love of the game” phenomenon when they
described their motivation for playing and recruitment. They discussed how it would be “silly
not to play” and that they would “miss it” if they weren’t playing. When reviewing a situation
where a friend at another school wasn’t playing anymore, Ruth stated,
It kind of just opens their eyes to see what kind of opportunity it is, for what they’re
missing.
Multiple participants spoke to the “love of the game” phenomenon driving their motivation to
participate in athletics.
Team. The participants highlighted the idea the role that their team and being a member
of a team had in their experience. This focus group highlighted enjoying experiences with their
teammates. Aziza described an experience where she misunderstood her coach and ending up
making a mistake and the whole focus group laughed at her. Margaret explained a similar
experience in her sport history and how it helped develop her team.
It was just so funny and I think it honestly brought our team together because we had
something to kind of bond over. My high school team was very cliquey and so it was
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really easy for everyone to kind of like….We could make fun of that one girl and she
didn’t really care about it.
These experiences helped develop the team and the relationships within it.
The theme of team continued to be prominent in other ways in this focus group. The
participants discussed celebrating each other, the role of the teammates on the bench, the
community it develops, and the importance of respect and leadership. When asked what brings
her to practice when they are burned out the group responded that it was their teammates. Aziza,
quite bluntly stated “Teammates…if they can be there I can be there.” The participants
articulated sentiments similar to this throughout the focus group.
Meeting new people. Participants identified meeting new people as a motivational factor
in athletics. They discussed how you have automatic friends on your team. Aziza discussed
meeting new people in sports at community colleges.
You automatically have 12 friends. In community colleges you don’t really have that.
Pretty much people just go to class to go to school, not to make friends. So being a part of
a team- you have friends.
This focus group took meeting people a step further and discussed the community among all
athletes as well. Margaret stated,
…..I feel like at bigger schools there’s more people to be around, where like here we
know all the other athletes…like we know each other so well.
The participants emphasized the importance of meeting new teammates and others on other
teams as something they enjoyed when participating in sport at a two-year institution.
Coaches. Focus group #3 illuminated the importance of recruiting female student athletes
and the prominent role the coach’s play in this experience. Multiple participants discussed the
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coach attending their high school athletic events, hosting sport camps in the summer, and various
effective methods of communication. All five of the participants indicated that they were not
entertaining the idea of participating in intercollegiate sports until the coach reached out to them.
Alli discussed how the coach had held volleyball camps at her high school.
I’ve always kind of known her, and then she recruited me my senior year. Wasn’t
planning on playing volleyball but….here I am.
Aziza also discussed how she wasn’t thinking about playing volleyball after high school until the
collegiate coach approached her.
[The collegiate coach] saw me at a [local tournament]. She talked to my coach and then
my coach kinda told me ‘Riverdale’s interested in you’. And I was like ‘Oh- that’s cool’.
I had never really thought about it…..And so I started talking with [the collegiate coach].
She called me and we set something up for June for me to come visit.
This focus group placed a high value on the role of the coach in recruiting and motivating female
student athletes.
Role of family. Multiple players discussed the role family played and how being close to
their families was a major factor in why they chose to play close to home. Margaret went so far
to describe her and her mom being “attached at the hip”. When asked who was most influential
in your decision to participate in intercollegiate athletics, Alli described a holistic family
influence. She stated,
For me I think it would most likely be my brother or my sister. Cause my brother plays
college baseball and my sister used to play volleyball but she didn’t go on. They …just
opened my eyes that not everybody gets the privilege of playing volleyball. It opened my
eyes, like I should take this opportunity if I have it.
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Whether it was siblings, parents, or extended family, the participants identified the importance of
the role they played in the female student athlete’s participation in athletics.
Competitiveness. Competitiveness is often associated with winning and losing and the
participants did identify the desire to win. However, more pervasive throughout this focus group,
they identified the desire for self-improvement. Participants discussed hitting milestones, being
better players, working hard, discipline, and playing at the next level. Margaret discussed how
goals drove her to continue playing.
[The coach] told me that the previous setter wasn’t returning. Okay, maybe this was my
time to shine. And then I was talking to [the coach] and she was like ‘you could break
records, you could continue playing’. And I was kinda like ‘okay’ and then I talked with
my parents again and I was like ‘maybe I’ll be done, kinda focus on school’. And I sat
down and was like ‘no.’ I want to keep playing, I want to play that next level to be up
there and play the next step kind of thing. So I guess it was kinda like a goal that I wanted
to continue playing.
Alli combined the drive of winning, goals, and teammates:
…we are here to win and we set goals for each other and for ourselves to meet those
goals and become better players.
The competitiveness within themselves, as teammates, and among the teams they played served
as motivation to participant in intercollegiate athletics. Next I discuss focus group #4, the last
focus group.

Focus Group #4
I held focus group #4 in September of 2017 in a conference room at Riverdale
Community and Technical College (Alias); the same institution where Focus Group #3.
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Riverdale College is a Division III institution and a member of the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA) that is located roughly 81 miles from a major International
airport. The NJCAA does not allow Division III institutions to award scholarships. Six female
student- athletes (FSA), Joanne, Leah, Amy, Jess, Edee, and Katie participated in this focus
group. All of them completed one year of eligibility playing a sport for Riverdale College. Three
of the participants played basketball and three played softball.
Themes
The participants described the themes of self-improvement and competitiveness
differently in this focus group than the other three. In the previous focus groups, participants
discussed competitiveness but it was rooted in self-improvement. Competitiveness for this focus
group encompassed comparing external accomplishments and successes while self- improvement
described personal success and accomplishments.
Competitiveness. The participants described competitiveness in two different ways. The
first way is competing for spots/playing time within their team. Amy described this competition
with others, “….You’re forced to be a competitor. …Here you want to compete with the next girl
and then after this you want to compete with the person that wants the same job and so on.”
Participants highlighted this drive to compete within their own team as important in their own
motivation.
The second description of competition involves winning as a common goal for the team.
Three of the participants discussed winning as a reason they want to return for a second year.
Katie stated, “I want to repeat the last season or do even better. I want to win a national
championship, I really do.” Participants emphasized winning as motivation for participants in
their two- year athletic experience.
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Self-improvement. Self-improvement appeared several times from all of the participants
throughout this focus group. The participants discussed the importance of evolving and getting
better not just within the athletic experience at the two-year institution but throughout their entire
athletic experience. Edee discussed how getting better as a player motivated her to continue
playing:
….in high school I really thought that I peaked in junior year and I didn’t think I could
get any better and then I came here knowing that I did get better. And then last year
showing that I did get better, I just came back because I did (get better).
Jess continued to describe how the feeling of success and getting better helps drive her
motivation:
I just feel like there’s that one game where you feel so successful about yourself and you
just want that feeling again.
This lead to a more in depth look as to what success was to the participants. Amy, a softball
player, piggybacked off of this and talked about how success is more doing her best than
winning;
Another comparison is the simplest of things, like getting on base off of an error from the
other team on a dinky pop fly is less successful than if you were to hit a line drive right
back at the pitcher and they catch it. To me that’s more successful.
All of the participants in this focus group agreed that being successful, doing your best, and hard
work was all interdependent.
Coaches. The FSAs addressed the role of coaches in motivating and pushing their
athletes to improve as a player. Amy compared her high school coaching style with her college:
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My high school coach was really technical. Like you have to do this and this and this.
And you have to throw this way and you have to hit this way. But our coach now is kind
of like just do what makes you feel comfortable, like you’ve been doing this for how
long. Like, ‘I believe in you, you know what you’re doing’ kinda way.
The coach’s trust and belief in her as a player motivated Amy. Joanne described how her coach’s
high expectations motivated her:
…Compared to high school a lot more is expected of you here even though it is a twoyear school. I feel like coaches expect a lot more and I like that. Like I like a coach
wanting more out of us as players because I think it pushes us to do better.
The participants declared that coaches trusting, expecting more, and challenging them in positive
ways drove their motivation to improve in sport.
Exceeding expectations. This group had a feisty spark as they talked about exceeding
expectations and proving people wrong motivating them. Edee bolstered that part of her
motivation was showing others that she could play and play well at the next level. Joanne
expanded on this to include how exceeding expectations inspired her hard work. I found the
energy in the room boosted when discussing exceeding expectations.
Love of the game. All but one of the participants emphasized the “love of the game”
phenomenon as a motivation to participate in athletics. Similar to other groups they highlighted
the feelings of stress relief and having fun. Amy described how playing was stress relieving.
…being outside and just out in the outfield and I’m just like ‘mmmm I know I have
homework to do right now but I’m just here right now’. The wind blowin’ in my face.”
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They continued by discussing the importance of not wanting their experience in sport to be done
yet. They did not want to regret not playing years from now. When asked what was a reason they
continue to play sports at a two-year institution Katie stated,
I’d have to say love, just because I love the sport so much. It was my favorite sport in
high school to play. I absolutely couldn’t wait to play it.
Edee echoed these remarks by saying”
And just the overall love of the sport and what that love of the sport brings to you. Like if
you didn’t have the love of the sport or something, you wouldn’t have met these people.
You wouldn’t have made these relationships
The participants emphasized how the “love of the game” phenomena motivated them to begin
and continue playing athletics.
Team. I coded the theme of team over fifty times in this focus group. The participants
presented the importance of team in several different ways. They discussed it in relation to
meeting new people as well as the relationships and experiences with their team. When asked
what you would say to invite a friend to play Joanne exclaimed,
Dude- it’s an awesome experience! Amazing- you make lifelong friends from this. I
mean it’s not just about the sport I don’t think. I mean I think we’ll have a good team but
I think it is more about the experience.
The concept of team experiences presented itself consistency throughout the focus groups. The
participants talked about winning as a team when they were not expected to, traveling to and
from athletic competitions, and the importance they placed on outside of sport experiences.
Many participants presented the commitment individuals have to the team as vital. They
discussed practicing/playing on holidays and sacrificing time with their families. Participants all
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agreed that their team brought them to practice when they were burned out. Edee discussed
putting her team before herself:
You think about your team instead of yourself. So for me I drive an hour every day to get
here so I wake up at 4:45 a.m. to get here, to be at practice. Some days I don’t want to get
up, I’m just like ‘oh god’. But I think about, you know, what’s best for my team and
what’s best for my team is if I show up and not what’s best for myself. You’re not selfish
in that. I think that’s what the big picture is. It’d be worse for your team for you to not
show up than if you did show up.
Amy discussed how she is on the opposite side of Edee; “I live five minutes for the field and you
know your teammate’s about to drive an hour to get here and you can’t even wake up however
much earlier.” Amy continued to describe how Leah would sleep in the parking lot after getting
off of work at 2:30 in the morning. Amy declared that if Leah could get to practice after four
hours of sleep she could after more than double that amount. This interaction between Edee and
Leah illustrated the importance of teammates and their commitment to each other.
The FSA continued to emphasize these concepts of accountability to, commit to, and
support within the framework of their team. Joanne discussed how everyone “amps each other
up” and how this creates a healthy and supportive environment for her team. Katie enhanced this
by describing how even though they are in different sports often their goals around team are the
same.
Family. Focus group #4 participants revealed the importance of family members in their
athletic experience. All but one discussed this in some way. Joanne emphasized the role of
family members in recruiting athletes by suggesting coaches engage with parents as well. Amy
joked that she couldn’t buy a pair of earrings without consulting her mom. Leah discussed how
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her dad influenced her athletic career by practicing with her, finding her experiences, and
encouraging her to play in college. It was obvious what the family support meant to the
participants.
Edee provided a counter experience to this. Edee discussed how she doesn’t really have
anyone she identifies as family. So for her, the family environment that a team can provide, was
important in her decision to play college athletics.
“Drama”. The participants discussed the role of “drama”, or lack thereof, in their athletic
experience. Multiple participants, when discussing the transition from high school to college,
highlighted the lack of “drama”. The FSA perceived that the family you came from influenced
your playing time and other experiences within high school sport. The group attributed coaching,
starting over with a clean slate, and common goals as potential reasons for less “drama” in the
two- year athletic experience. Next, I discuss the similarities and differences between the focus
groups.

Focus Group Themes: Similarities and Differences
As I explored the themes identified in the focus groups (Table 2), I identified some
similarities (Figure 2). The first theme the participants discussed at length throughout their focus
groups is the importance of the team. All of the focus groups provided different stories but had
the same idea. The participants identified the vital role that teams and meeting new people play
in the female student-athlete participants. In all four focus groups, participants exclaimed that
they would be friends forever, and that they supported each other on and off the court.
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Figure 2.
Similarities in Focus Groups.

Note. This figure illustrates the amount a theme was coded per focus group.
The second theme that participants most identified in all four focus groups was the “love
of the game” phenomenon. Participants discussed fun, not wanting the experience to end, and the
ability to escape and leave worries behind when participating in athletics.
Finally, participants highlighted the importance of coaches in all four focus groups. They
identified this specifically in regards to coaches caring about them as people and treating them
like an adult. Further, the participants emphasized the role of coaches in recruiting potential
athletes.
I identified some themes that expressed themselves differently in the focus groups. The
participants demonstrated the themes of competition and self-improvement differently. Focus
groups two and three, while calling it “competitive”, discussed more self-improvement. They
discussed doing growth and development. Focus group four suggested competition as external
factors supporting motivation and drive while self-improvement was the internal desire to be
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better than they were before. Focus group one did not identify competition or self-improvement
as a prominent motivational factor.
Focus Groups #1 and #2 indicated institutional characteristics as more important than
Focus Group #3 and #4 did. Participants identified characteristics including cost, size, and
location as important to their motivation to participate in athletics in all of the focus groups but
this theme was more prominent in the first and second focus group.
Finally the role of family in the female student-athlete experience was more prominent in
the third and fourth focus group. It was clear that family influenced not only whether or not they
would participate in athletics but what institution they would attend. Many of the participants
indicated they attended the institution they did because it was close to home. This theme was not
as prominent in the first two focus groups.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter Four demonstrated the results from the four focus groups that I conducted. The
participants of these focus groups explored their experiences in athletics at two-year institutions.
This phenomenological study specifically addressed the lived experiences of female athletes. The
specific research question was “What motivates female student-athletes to participate in sport at
two-year collegiate institutions?” In this chapter, I discuss the main themes and my grounded
theory model. I conclude with the limitations of my study and suggestions for future research.

Theme 1- Sports as a Holistic Community
Throughout these focus groups, participants provided rationale for the need of
intercollegiate athletics to be viewed as a community. This theme permeated all of the focus
groups. Participants identified their teammates, the coaches, other athletic teams, and the campus
community as constituents within this community.
The Structure of Sport
Sarason (1974), who began the discipline of community psychology, coined the term
“sense of community” and defined it “as a characteristic of communities that results in the
perception of similarity, acknowledgment and willingness to maintain interdependence, and the
feeling that one is part of a larger reliable and stable structure” (as cited in Warner & Dixon,
2013, p. 284). I found that the aspect of “a larger, reliable, and stable structure” extends well
beyond the immediate sports team for the FSA interviewed. This is important because it involves
looking at the structures in sport and how they interact differently. Messner (2002) discussed
how institutional structures of sport are not static. Messner continued by saying, “Institutional
structures do not determine what people do, but they do set the conditions and parameters within
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which people interact” (p. 66). He discusses how many of these interactions perpetuate
inequality in athletics. I propose that by creating a new structure (or community), and redefining
how people interact within this structure will better enable the motivation, participation, and
success of female student-athletes.
I identified three groups within this new approach to community (structure): the team,
coaches, and the sports and school community as vital for FSA success. Further, I describe the
keys for success for these groups in motivating female student-athletes.
The Role of Team

Throughout the focus groups, participants emphasized the importance of team in many
different ways. I found the focus on relationships and the support the team provides at the center
of the female student-athlete experience.
Chickering and Reisser’s (1993) theory of identity development highlights the
importance of relationships in its fourth vector-developing mature interpersonal relationships.
This vector maintains that identity development relies on the ability to form relationships
through a tolerance and appreciation of differences and a capacity for healthy intimacy. They
state:
Development means more in-depth sharing and less clinging, more acceptance of flaws
and appreciation of assets, more selectivity in choosing nurturing relationships, and more
long-lasting relationships that endure through crisis, distance, and separation. (p.48)
The participants supported this when they discussed how they appreciated the lack of drama,
when the talked about how their teammates will be forever friends, and how they help support
each other through adversity.
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The team, for two-year female student-athletes, is at the center of their community. Their
teams, and the relationship with these team members, play a vital role in their motivation to
participate in athletics and to keep participating in athletics. These relationships often last well
beyond their college years. One participant stated:
Even if it doesn’t have to do with the sport at all like we all hangout outside of practice or
anything at school. Like, just the friends you make. Then when new people are coming
I’m going to be able to make more friends this year. And most of the time they’re going
to be lifelong friends.
In this statement, the participant discussed the importance of making new friends and sustaining
these relationships in motivating her to participate (make new friends) and motivating her to
continue to participate (gathering outside of the sport).
I found the support and encouragement their teammates provided proved important to
their experience. Teammates provided encouragement to keep working hard and support when
they couldn’t complete tasks alone. This support and encouragement is important for participants
both inside and outside of sport experience. Their teammates provided motivation when it was
difficult for individuals to cultivate it by themselves. When working with female student athletes,
if a coach or administrator neglects the importance of their team, they will neglect a major
motivational factor of female student-athletes.
Coaching
I don’t think anyone would doubt the role that coaches play in a student-athlete’s
experience. Kollasch (2017) researched characteristics of coaches at community colleges in
Iowa. They explored these characteristics from the viewpoint of coaches in order to develop a
professional profile. Kollasch found that coaches are motivated to coach intrinsically (love sports
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and coaching) or altruistically (role as a teacher/mentor) versus extrinsically (money or benefits).
These motivations were prominent among coaches they studied. From the female student-athlete
perspective, they desire a relationship with their coaches- both within the sport and outside of the
sport. One participant stated,
[Our coach], at practice, he’ll ask us how it’s going and stuff. Even in the halls, or if you
go into his office or something, he wants to know how you’re doing and how your classes
are going and stuff. It helps to have knowing that someone other than your teammates is
there for you and wants to help you succeed in life.
The participants went as far as saying that it was more important for the coaches to care about
them as people than it was for the coaches to have extensive knowledge of the sport. It reminds
me of a truism in education: “they don’t care how much you know unless they know how much
you care.” I found this approach to coaching vital to the motivation and experience of female
student-athletes.
Noddings (2003) developed a feminine approach to ethics and care. They argue that
while everyone needs to be cared for, how people want to be cared for differs by individual.
Noddings also notes that the caring person must be consistently present for positive outcomes.
These caring relationships promote growth, prevent harm, and meet the needs of others. The
participants interviewed looked to their coaches for this caring relationship.
This concept of coaches as caring does not mean they should not push players to be the
best version of themselves. Multiple participants addressed when coaches set high expectations,
they want to meet or even exceed the expectation, and it drives them to be a better player (this is
addressed later in this chapter as well). The female student-athletes enjoyed when coaches were
creative with drills, their coaching techniques, and often changed their routines. From these
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participants, I conclude that creating this dynamic experience is important to female studentathletes at two-year institutions.
Another characteristic of coaching styles identified is that coaches should be democratic
and empowering in their coaching styles for female student-athletes at two-year institutions.
Participants highlighted the importance of being treated like an adult and having input over their
team. One participant stated, “you’re equal kind of. I mean, [their coach], I feel like he always
hears us out. He asks our opinions most of the time.” The participants valued a coaching style
that gave them input over their experience and ownership of their team.
All College Sports/ Institution Support
I found the role of other sports teams and the support of the institution play an important
role in creating a holistic environment for female-student athletes. Participants discussed these
two constituents as desired but not often experienced. One participant described how she doesn’t
feel a sense of community,
I just wish like not the athletics but overall experience, college would be more
friendlier…you know what I mean? I mean, maybe I’m just sitting by the wrong people
or I’m socially awkward but like there are some people that just give you the cold
shoulder when they come here. Cause they’re just here for schooling, you know what I
mean? Like that’s what people come here to do.
This participant continued and expressed how grateful she was to have other student athletes. “I
feel like athletes look for other athletes in the hallway,” she stated. This community among
athletes was positive where they received support and camaraderie. However, the institutional
community lacked a sense of belonging, support, and solidarity.
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In one focus group, when asked if there was anything else that was important for me
know, discussed how they really valued the support from other sports and the community but
didn’t feel like it existed. She discussed how certain sports seemed to be valued over others:
Well for us we don’t have many people come to our games but I know we go and support
other teams. Softball is not really a big sport here…..The only sports that people go to is
volleyball, basketball, and baseball. And that’s it and it’s like showing your spirit for the
other teams is really good. It makes you feel better when you see your friends from not
your own team in the stands cheering you guys on.
These focus groups emphasized the importance of an overall community spirit extending to all
athletic teams as well as the institution. This sense of community proved important to the
motivation of female student athletes in this study.
It is clear from the focus group sessions that female student-athletes cannot exist in
isolation in order to be successful in their goals. Coaches and administrator must view the female
student-athlete more holistically. The teammates, coaches, other student athletes, and the campus
community impact the motivation and success of female student-athletes. The importance of
these constituencies and the community they create cannot be overlooked when working with
female student-athletes at two- year institutions. Next I discuss my findings concerning
competition.

Theme 2- Redefining Competition
Based on my findings, I propose we look at competition differently as it will help coaches
and administrators motivate and retain female student-athletes at two-year institutions.
Competition should include de-emphasize winning, and place increased value on selfimprovement and team successes. English (2015) studied philosophic and conceptual
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possibilities for athletic reform with a feminist lens as her doctoral dissertation. She argued that
one of the causes of corruption in collegiate athletics is an over-emphasis on winning. This overemphasis resulted in marginalization and alienation for those that did not meet the standards of
winning. The first domain of change they proposed includes conceptualizing competition and
how competition is emphasized in sport differently. While English proposed that defining
competition different would assist in decreasing corruption in college athletics, I propose
redefining competition will increase the motivation of female student-athletes.
I propose two parts to re-defining competition. The first part includes exploring what
winning and losing really means to FSA at two-year institutions. I found, for the FSA
interviewed, an emphasis on team successes motivated them. The second aspect is that
competition includes the concept of self-improvement. Interviewees participated to be better than
they were prior to their involvement in sport. Next, I describe these sub-themes in more detail.
Team success
Throughout the focus groups, participants consistently mentioned “competition”.
However, when probed more deeply, the meaning of competition took different forms for each of
the groups. An example of this occurred when one participant discussed her favorite memory in
sport:
We made it to State and we beat [rival team]. We beat the number one ranked team and
we were number two. So we shouldn’t have won but we did. I’ll never forget that
experience cause it was so much fun getting to State for basketball and just being with
that team. Then our town held this big celebration because we went to State. The team (is
what made it the best). We had our ups and downs throughout the season. And then we
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really pulled together and we ended up being number two and there were number one and
we beat ‘em because we played more as a team than they did.
While it would be naïve to believe that winning did not play a role in this experience, this FSA
included working as a team, exceeding expectations, and recognition as playing more important
roles in competition. When defining competition, the concept of winning included many factors.
I found the participants rarely discussed winning as beating opponents. Winning involved the
relationship with their teammates and the value placed on how they worked together.
Self-improvement
To motivate and retain FSA coaches and administrators must also look at competition as
self-improvement of the female student-athlete. While the FSA does strive to win, the desire to
improve as a person in sport is far more important. The FSA used phrases including “doing
better than the previous year” and “breaking a personal record of yours is the best feeling you’ll
ever have” and “I’d rather be able to say I gave 110% even though we did lose”. One participant
said,
I think success is defined by playing the best game you could’ve played whether you win
or lose. I always thought that success was defined by winning….I think it’d be better to
lose by one and know you played your best rather than winning by one.
Improvement encompasses the ideas of playing your hardest and evolving as a player, a
teammate, and as an individual.
We must explore and implement competition differently in order to motivate female
student-athletes at two-year institutions. If competition focuses on winning for winning’s sake,
we will fail to motivate the female athletes that we serve. We must look at competition as
including the entire team, how that team functions, and accomplishments of the team as a whole.
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In addition, we must incorporate self-improvement as a vital component when working
with female student-athletes. I propose self-improvement is giving everything you have towards
the goal of enhancing yourself and your team. One participant called it her “legacy”. She stated,
“my goal every year is to leave a better legacy than the last year”. By redefining competition and
incorporating team success and self-improvement, coaches assist FSA in creating their legacy in
sport. My research showed this approach motivates them to not only participate but also be the
best versions of themselves.

Theme 3- Love of the Game Phenomena
As discussed in chapter two, I found very little research on the “love of the game”
phenomena. However, I found this concept pervasive throughout all of the focus groups
conducted. Utilizing the information from the focus groups, I developed a diagram depicting
how the “for love of the game” phenomenon reveals itself in female student-athletes at two-year
institutions (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3.
“Love of the Game” Cycle.

Note. This illustrates the progression through the “love of the game” cycle.
Opportunity
This approach begins with an opportunity; an opportunity to get on the field, step on to
the court, skate on the ice, etc. In my literature review, I discuss how Title IX of the Educational
Amendments of 1972 impacted the female experience in athletics. On the 45th anniversary of
Title IX, the National Coalition for Women and Girls in Education (2017) stated that
opportunities for women in sport increased from below 30,000 in 1972 to exceeding 210,000 in
2016. Coaches, administrators, family, and many other constituencies help instigate and provide
these opportunities for our female student-athletes.
There is an onus on everyone to create a pipeline where females know it is possible for
them to participate in athletics at a higher level. Participants mentioned recruiting, experiences,
coaching, family and personal influences, and knowledge of the procedures as contributing to
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their motivation to participation in intercollegiate athletics. Some indicated that they “were not
going to play” or “did not think they were good enough to participate” until someone provided
the opportunity to play. One participant discussed how her high school teachers helped provide
this pipeline to collegiate athletics:
It was the last week of high school. I was kinda like ‘I wanna play softball’ and I didn’t
want to take online classes. A couple of my teachers said to look into Bartlett College and
talk to the coach. I emailed him, came into talk to him, and gave him my fall ball
schedule, and that’s how it happened.
There is a strong need for individuals to help create the pipeline from high school athletics to
intercollegiate athletics for female student-athletes. This pipeline begins my “love of the game”
cycle by providing opportunities, and awareness and knowledge of these opportunities in twoyear intercollegiate athletics.
Moments and Relationships
The next part of this cycle involves the importance of moments, or experiences, for the
athletes and how these moments create or enhance relationships. When the participants discussed
what they valued most it included self-improvement, relationships, and the moments created
through athletics. They explained how moments within sport enriched their athletic experience
and created relationships. They discussed the importance of their teammates and those
relationships with a sense of fondness, appreciation, and longevity. One participant that played
volleyball described her favorite experience:
We were losing in the second game and I was going for a shanked ball and I fell over a
chair and my elbow got stuck in it. I was out for the next play and the girl that came in for
me set the ball off of her forehead and our middle hit it and got her first kill of the game.
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And that was probably one of the funniest things I’ve seen in my entire life…….. It was
just so funny that I think it honestly brought our team together because we had something
to bond over.
These moments, and the powerful relationships created from them, generate emotions for the
female student-athletes, the next concept in the cycle.
Emotions and Motivation
Emotions provide a powerful characterization of the “love of the game” phenomena.
Participants cited feelings associated with adrenaline and how great it felt to be playing the sport
they love. They talked about how nothing else mattered but their team and the game when they
were playing. They discussed a healthy disassociation with reality. One shy participant discussed
how she was more outgoing when she played her sport. Another participant discussed how all
her worries disappeared the minute she stepped on the field. Others told stories about how their
confidence increased through the moments and relationships they experienced. All of the
participants, at one point of the interview, discussed how sport was fun for them. Further,
participants discussed how they didn’t want the feelings and experiences associated with sport to
end. They discussed a lot about not wanting to regret not playing. These emotions drive their
desire to want to experience these opportunities, moments, relationships, and emotions multiple
times throughout their athletic experience. They don’t want these feelings to end, so they seek
out opportunities to continue the cycle.
To summarize, the “love of the game” phenomena inspires motivation to participate in
athletics for female student-athletes at two-year institutions. The phenomenon begins with
opportunities for female student-athletes. Recruitment, coaches/teachers/administrators, family,
and procedural knowledge all have an impact in creating this pipeline from high school to
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intercollegiate athletics. Next, the FSA experiences a moment(s) and/or relationship(s) that
generate emotions. These emotions include adrenaline, a healthy disassociation with reality,
confidence, and fun. These emotions create motivation for the individual to continue
participating in athletics opportunities; hence, starting the cycle over again (see Figure 3). Next, I
discuss my grounded theory for what motivates female student-athletes to participate in athletics
at two-year institutions.

Grounded Theory
I conducted this phenomenological study to answer the question what motivates female
student-athletes to participate in intercollegiate athletics at two-year institutions. I developed a
grounded theory model with a three-component approach to motivating female-student athletes
(see Figure 4). The first part discusses their motivation to begin participating in athletics. The
second part examines their motivations to continue participating in athletics. Finally, I identify
where FSA motivations to participate and their motivations to continue to participate overlap.
This section provides a comprehensive approach to looking at motivations of female studentathletes.
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Figure 4.
Factors Affecting the Motivation of Female-Student Athletes to Participate in Athletics at TwoYear Institutions.

Note. This illustrates the motivations for female student-athletes to participate in sport at twoyear institutions.
Motivation to Participate
This first section presents the attributes the female student-athletes’ indicated motivated
them to begin participating in athletics at a two-year institution. These attributes include personal
influences, institutional characteristics, and recruitment.
Institutional characteristics. I found three themes present when exploring what
motivates FSA to participate in athletics. Institutional characteristics are the first theme.
Participants noted the location of the school (being close to home), the cost of schooling, the size
of the institution, and specific academic programs as factors motivating them to participate at
their chosen institution.
Personal influences. The second theme is personal influences. Many of the participants
cited family influences in their decision to participate in intercollegiate athletics at a two-year
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institution. Others described important roles of friends in their decision. Either way. I contend
that these personal influences provide a strong motivation to participate.
Recruitment process. The last theme is the recruitment process from the athletic
program. I found the practice of waiting for the female student-athlete to approach you is not a
best practice. Most high school female student-athletes do not know athletics at a two-year
institution is an option. Specifically coaches need to be very proactive, diligent, and holistic
when they are introducing potential female athletes to their athletic programs.
In addition, for female student-athletes, they are not just playing a sport. They are joining
a community and looking for opportunities to better themselves and this plays an important role
in how they should be recruited. For a successful recruitment process, athletic staff need to take
initiative and recruit them as an individual not just a potential athlete.
Motivation to Keep Playing
I found two themes prevalent in why FSA continue to participate in intercollegiate
athletics at two-year institutions.
Holistic community. Female student-athletes view themselves as a part of a larger
community. This community includes the team, the athletic department, and the institution.
Female student-athletes specifically valued the support that can be found within this concept of a
holistic community. Support can be defined for female student-athletes as encouragement as well
as challenging them to be better. Sanford (1962) developed a theory on challenge and support.
Sanford found that if there was too much support that no learning took place. Conversely, if there
was too much challenge, he found individuals became very frustrated and disengaged. In 1966,
Sanford amended his theory to include readiness. With this addition, Sanford claimed that in
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order for growth to occur the individual must be physically and psychologically ready to grow.
The most basic example of this is that one cannot learn how to run until they are able to walk.
His theory claims three things 1) individuals must show a level of readiness in order to
grow, 2) they must be challenged to grow, and 3) they must have an environment that is safe and
encouraging of the individual exploring and trying new things (see Figure 4). A similar approach
can be used to motivate female student-athletes at two-year institutions.
Figure 4.
Sanford’s Identity development theory.

Note. Illustrates the need for readiness, challenge, and support to an individual’s identity
development (Sanford, 1962).
This support can come from multiple places and individuals within the holistic
community of the female student-athlete. Participants specifically highlighted the importance of
support from their teammates, coaches, other athletes at the institution, and members of the
college community. I discussed this more in depth earlier in this chapter.
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Re-defining competition. The second theme that I found prevalent in motivating FSA to
participate in athletics at two-year institutions is competition. I discussed this earlier in my
second theme of re-defining competition. Individuals working with FSA must view competition
as more than just winning and losing. Self-improvement as well as success as a team are
important factors when retaining FSA.
Overlapping Motivations
In the model I developed (see Figure 4), there are two themes that impact both female
motivations to play sports and to continue playing sports at two-year institutions.
Love of the game. The first one is the “love of the game” phenomena. Participants
pervasively referenced this phenomenon throughout the focus groups. I extensively explored
this, and how it affects motivation, earlier in this chapter.
Relationships. The second theme that motivates FSA is relationships. FSA stressed the
impact of relationships with their teammates and their coaches. I believe you cannot
underestimate the importance that the team and teammates have on the athletic experience of
females at two-year institutions. Participants highlighted that these relationship were important
within their athletic experience and outside of it. Further, they stressed the longevity of the
relationships they have with their teammates.
Participants articulated that relationships with their coaches proved vital in their
motivations as well. Professional and caring relationships between coaches and players proved
beneficial in FSA motivations. I discussed the importance of these relationships earlier in this
chapter.
To summarize, there are three components to motivating female student-athletes to
participate in athletics at two-year institutions. The first component is what motivates them to
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play sports. This component includes personal influences, institutional factors, and recruitment.
The second component focuses on what motivates FSA to continue to play. Support and
competition comprise this component. Finally, the third component is composed of themes that
affect the motivation to start playing and continue playing athletics. I’ve identified these themes
as the “love of the game” phenomenon and relationships. I contend this holistic approach will
positively affect the motivations of female student-athletes at two-year institutions. In the next
section, I discuss the limitations of my research.

Limitations of Research
Several factors limited this study. The first is the demographics of the participants.
Twenty participants from three different institutions participated in these focus groups. These
three different institutions were located within a hundred mile radius. Given the incredible
diversity of institutions and of female student-athletes in community colleges, a study with a
broader scope would enhance the literature.
I limited this study to female student-athletes that have completed at least one year of
athletic eligibility by the National Junior College Athletic Association. I propose that it would be
beneficial to study FSA just beginning their intercollegiate experience as well as FSA that have
completed their eligibility requirements.
Finally, all of the institutions where focus groups were conducted have a maximum of
four sports for female student-athletes. I believe that examining motivational factors of FSA
from larger athletic programs would expand the scope of this research. In the next section, I
discuss my recommendations for future research.

Future Recommendations for Research
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Female student-athletes are understudied as a population. The degree of this is magnified
when looking at female student-athlete experiences at two-year institutions. I set forth on this
study to explore the motivations of female student-athletes. Through this journey, I compiled
recommendations for future research. I propose there needs to be more research on identity
development of female student-athletes identities and how this affects their experience at twoyear institutions. Research should occur that really sees this topic as valuable and then takes a
deep examination into the role of identity development of female student-athletes.
When recruiting participants for this study, it proved difficult, as there were not a high
number of returning female student-athletes to athletic programs. This illuminates my second
proposal for future research- why are we losing female student-athletes at two-year institutions
between their first and second year of eligibility? Exploring this would expose why the attrition
between the first and second year of intercollegiate athletics appears to be a problem and what
could be done to prevent this.
Next, more research needs to be completed on the “love of the game” phenomenon. As I
explored it for my own study, I found it was usually used as a motivational tagline for
historically marginalized communities in sport. This led me to question is this something that
really exists for female-student athletes or is it socially constructed because the ability “to make
the big leagues” isn’t as prominent as it is for males.
In addition, I mentioned creating a pipeline for female student-athletes in my study. I
didn’t explore this much as my study began at the end pipeline. However, I feel there is a need
for research into how are influential people creating and increasing knowledge of sports
participation opportunities throughout a female’s academic experience. Exploring this pipeline,
or lack of it, will only benefit the female student-athlete experience.
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Conclusion

I designed this research project to provide practical implications for professionals
working with female student-athletes at two-year institutions and to provide concrete
recommendations to motivate female student-athletes. I believe that through the findings and
theory presented that action can be taken to enhance the female athletic experience to two-year
institutions. I found this study both personally and professionally rewarding. Personally, as a
former female student-athlete, I have a strong drive for equity in athletics and perhaps now I
have contributed a “drop in the bucket” toward achieving equity. Professionally, as a Title IX
Coordinator, I see lack of female participation consistently being chalked up to “females don’t
like sports” or “they have other things they want to do” by athletic professionals. I can now give
data-driven practical suggestions for implementation. I know we have all heard this before, but if
I have positively affected one female’s athletic experience through this research I have done my
job.
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Appendix A: Focus Group Questions
Sport- Beginning
1. What do you enjoy most in playing college sports?
a. How is this similar or different from previous athletic experiences
b. What do you enjoy least?
c. How does this compare to why you started playing the sport?
2. Think back over all of the years that you’ve participated in athletics and tell me your
fondest memory?
Recruitment
3. Why did you choose to play college athletics?
a. Was a person influential in this decision? How so?
4. Can you describe your recruitment process?
a. What was most influential in your decision
b. Who else did you consult when making your decision?
5. Why did you choose a two-year to play at over a four year?
a. If money were no object what would your decision be
6. Do you ever regret your decision? Why or why not?
7. If you were inviting a friend to participate in your team- what would you say?
8. What words of advice would you give to coaches recruiting student athletes to play at a
community or technical college?
9. Do you think there is anything coaches can do to change a student-athletes mind? Why or
why not?
Sport- Retention
10. We’d love to hear a little bit about what your experience playing sport at a community
college is like
11. Why do you continue playing college athletics?
12. What are you excited about to play for this school?
13. What would you like to change about your experience here? What, if anything, would
have made your experience richer?
14. What brings you to practice when you are burned out?
15. What would have to occur in order for you to stop playing college athletics?
a. Will you continue after your two-years are completed?
16. Think back over your time playing sport at _____ what went particularly well?
a. Where could improvement be made?
Conclusion
17. If you had to use three words to describe your motivations for playing sport at a two year
what would they be?
18. Of all the things we discussed what to you is the most important and why?
19. Is there anything else we haven’t discussed that you think is important for me to know?

